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the Editor
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esterday I attended the memorial service for Miriam Bailey 

Armerding ’42, who served alongside her husband, Hudson T.Armerding,

when he was Wheaton’s president from 1965-1982. Miriam died on July 1

of congestive heart failure.You can read about her life on page 55.

The service in College Church was one of triumph, honoring this

woman of faith and bringing glory to her Lord. I’d never before 

attended a memorial service in which the entire congregation sang the

“Hallelujah Chorus.”Amid laughter and tears, family and friends gave

tribute to her and reminisced about times past. But the stories about her life

did not end with the close of the service. Many more are still being told.

Here is one of mine:

To my mother, it was glorious being welcomed in the fall of 1965 into

the home of Miriam Armerding.The chaplain’s wife, Olena Mae

Hendrickson Welsh ’41, had asked Mother to accompany her to a weekly

Bible study and prayer time, which was attended by wives of several

professors and staff, including the chancellor’s wife, Edith Edman.These

women, most of them graduates of Wheaton, had been blessed with what

my mother longed for her entire life—a completed, formal education.

Christ’s love had long ago erased Mother’s resentment over her own

mother’s abandonment, which radically changed her life. Left to fend for

herself, her two young brothers, and her invalid father, she lost the carefree

years of adolescence and an education beyond the eighth grade.

And so there, in Miriam Armerding’s home, in the company of these

educated women, my mother was awestruck, again feeling the twinges of

inferiority welling up from her past.

But faith is the great leveler, for in Christ we are all equal. Status, abilities,

and education count as nothing in the currency of eternity.And in those

moments of prayer with her sisters in Christ, she knew she was accepted.

These women of Wheaton won her heart.And Wheaton College would

always remain dear to her.

For Mrs.Armerding, I am sure this occasion was simply her usual weekly

Thursday morning gathering, just another of many gestures of hospitality

she had given over the years. But to my mother it was a significant gift 

of love.

Mother entered heaven in July of 1998.And though I can’t peer through

the pearly gates to see what goes on there, I rather suspect that early on 

in eternity my mother will invite Miriam Armerding to her mansion–to

enjoy a piece of Texas buttermilk pie, a cup of hot coffee, and a lot 

of singing to the Lord.

Georgia I. Douglass ‘70, 
M.A. ‘94
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I always enjoy the Wheaton College
news and this last one told of a young
man from the College going to Sudan
and to Darfur. His name is Matt Cain.
I’m 94 now—graduated from the
College in ’33 by working my way
through. I also became engaged to my
husband-to-be, Malcolm Forsberg ’32,
while at college.We both felt called to

Africa as we listened in chapel to Dr.
Lambie and Dr. Bingham tell of the need
for missionaries in Africa.We were in
Khartoum about 30 years or so, [serving
with Sudan Interior Mission] when it
was Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.We used to
call Darfur the Nubu Mts. Now it is
known as a place of poor people. I am
happy to see that Matt went to Darfur.
Enid Miller Forsberg ’33

Carlsbad, CA

Contemplating Prayer

I was interested to read the article “At
the Heart of Prayer” (spring 2006) as I
have been following contemplative
prayer within evangelical Christianity for

should never blindly trust them.And,
if I had it in my power, I would carve in
that monument on the Wheaton 
campus under the phrase “For Christ
and His Kingdom” the words from
Psalm 146:3: “Put Not Your Trust in
Princes.”
Philip Wik ’77

Scottsdale, Arizona 

Darfur or Da Vinci?

Matt Cain ’02 (“The Aftermath,”
Wheaton, spring 2006) is to be highly
commended for his work in Darfur. His
commitment to living out Christ’s call
by caring for those in need is a welcome
anecdote to prevailing American
Christianity. If half of the attention—and
money—we Christians spent on
debunking the fictitious Da Vinci Code

was devoted to heeding the thousands of
references in Scripture to clothe the
naked, feed the poor, and care for those
in need, we truly would be the hands of
Christ in a desperate world.
Mark Demich ’83

Wheaton, Illinois.

Locating Lynette

I just read the article Lynette Holm
Hoppe M.A. ’89 wrote in the winter
2006 Wheaton magazine. My son,
Jonathan, just finished his freshman year
at Wheaton, and because of that we
receive your superb magazine.

Lynette’s article really touched me
as I, too, have stage IV breast cancer 
that has metastasized to my bones.
I, too, am a missionary, having lived 
in Mexico for 24 years. I, too, am 
from Minnesota; and I, too, am a wife
and mother. (I have five children 
with Jonathan being the oldest.) I am
hoping to contact her, and maybe we
could encourage each other in our
journeys.
Tami Palumbo

Mexico, Latin America Mission 

Editor’s note:  The website,

prayforlynette.org, gives updates on the

Hoppes and contact information.

Lynette, Nathan, and the children have

returned to Albania; her mother is now

with the Lord.

In God We Trust

In your article “War and Peace,” I saw
many words written about war and
physical courage but few words written
about peace and moral courage.
I don’t question the bravery of those
Wheaton graduates and others who have
put their lives on the line in Iraq.
But I submit that courage is more than
leading a brigade into a firefight.
We must honor our leaders, but we
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Write Us
We want to hear from you. Send us 

your letters and e-mails as they relate to

material published in the magazine.

Correspondence must include your name,

address, and phone number. The editor

reserves the right to determine the

suitability of letters for publication and

to edit them for accuracy and length.

Unfortunately, not all letters can be

published nor can they be returned. 

Editor, Wheaton

Wheaton College / Wheaton, IL 60187

editor@wheaton.edu

intercession, petition, thanksgiving,
fellowship, and listening. If the term
“contemplative prayer” is troublesome, it
can be set aside for terms such as listening
prayer, the prayer of rest, the prayer of the
heart, or waiting on the Lord.

Studying the Scriptures is indeed a
place where we can meet with God, and
the Bible places an emphasis on the role
of silence as a means of helping us draw
near to and be more attentive toward
God. Consider the emphasis on silence in
Psalm 62:“My soul waits in silence for
God only. . . . My soul, wait in silence for
God only, For my hope is from Him.”
Psalm 131 gives an image of this
quietness in the picture of a child with
his mother:“O Lord, my heart is not
proud, nor my eyes haughty; Nor do I
involve myself in great matters, Or in
things too difficult for me. Surely I have
composed and quieted my soul; Like a
weaned child rests against his mother, My
soul is like a weaned child within me.”

of true believers. But some of the leaders
of the contemplative movement go
beyond active meditation to a place of
using mantras to empty the mind.This is
not only scripturally unsound but it is
spiritually dangerous.

Until I studied postmodernism and
New Age mysticism, I also saw no harm
in contemplative prayer. Now I believe
that those who oppose it are right,
inasmuch as so many of them are
coming out of New Age and Eastern
religious backgrounds.
Ann Tatlock M.A. ’87

Asheville, North Carolina.
RESPONSE FROM WHEATON PROFESSOR

OF CHRISTIAN FORMATION AND

MINISTRY, DR. JAMES C.WILHOIT, who
was quoted in our article and teaches the
course, Dynamics of Spiritual Growth:

I am grateful Wheaton grads are
concerned about issues of the New Age
movement. Historic, contemplative
prayer, however, has nothing in common
with New Age.

It need not be the case that listening
to God through prayer will diminish the
emphasis on God’s Word, but, rather,
contemplative prayer should help us read
and obey Scripture.A great strength of
the evangelical movement has been its
biblical emphasis, and one of the most
Bible-honoring movements of recent
centuries, the English Puritans, was
committed to the Word of God and also
to the importance of hearing God’s
voice through prayer.

Prayer is a rich and multi-dimensional
activity that includes worship, confession,

some time now. From all that I have
studied in the Scriptures, I can find no
basis for it being a legitimate, divinely
approved method of communicating with
God.

Although the article didn’t go into the
details of many of the practices of
contemplative prayer, there is a great deal
of influence from New Age practices and
Eastern religion in this type of prayer.
There are no verses in the Scriptures that
ever instruct us to “embrace the silence”
to hear from God.What we need to be
doing instead is embracing the Word, for
it is through the study of the Word of
God that we hear His voice.
Rosanne Kuipers M.A. ’80

Tempe, AZ .
People today are going ga-ga over
“contemplative prayer.” The basic reason
is, very simply, that they find it more
attractive to substitute their own feelings,
reasonings, and uncritically-accepted
impressions for the clear teaching of God’s
Word.“There is a way that seems right,”
says the familiar proverb,“but the end
thereof is the way of death.” So there is a
road that seems to lead upward, but
actually is leading downward; and many
mystics and many liberal preachers and
professors produce pious rhetoric that
appears to lead the soul upward into
greater spirituality and higher communion
with God; but it is a deception.
Dave Lutzweiler ’60

Nashville, Tennessee.
Meditating on Scripture and living a
prayerful life is certainly what is required
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First Class, All the Way The incoming Class of 2006 included 569 freshmen, chosen from 1,937 applicants. More than half of the group 

(53.6 percent) finished in the top 10 percent of their high school classes, and 28 National Merit Scholars enrolled. After four years at Wheaton,

the majority have earned degrees in business/economics, English, music, and communication. 

WHEATONn e w s

Bishop David Zac Niringiye M.A. ’87—assistant bishop to
Archbishop Henry Orombi of Uganda in the Anglican Church—
delivered commencement addresses at the graduate and
undergraduate ceremonies on May 6 and 7.Titled “Choosing the
Margins” and “The Great Invitation,” respectively, both addresses
challenged graduating students to consider how they might serve
those on the fringes of society.

To read excerpts from Bishop Niringiye’s commencement
address, see pages 58-59.

Are you interested in hearing or viewing the complete

commencement addresses or President Litfin’s 2006 baccalaureate

address? Perhaps you would like to hear and see speakers from

other College events this year? If you didn’t catch them the first

time around, WETN can help! Visit  http://www.wetn.org to

download what you might have missed.

BEST WISHES, CLASS OF 2006
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professor Darien Straw’s fountain 
pen, and an old Greek typewriter used
by various Greek faculty members,
including Jerry Hawthorne.

If you would like to help Special
Collections fill up its new space and
give a good home to all of your college
“artifacts,” please send your items to:
Wheaton College
Special Collections
501 College Avenue 
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

A Fond Farewell to Saint 

and Elliot Dorms

Two Wheaton dormitories, Saint and
Elliot halls, were torn down this
summer in order to convert the spaces
at 932 and 940 College Avenue into an
overnight parking lot for students,
creating 109 new parking spaces.
Although the 57-year-old buildings
became the first dormitories ever to be
torn down by the College,Wheaton’s
director of planning and economic
development, John Kozik, said it didn’t

C A M P U S  N E W S

Clean out Your Closet for

College Archives 

Are you wondering what to do with
that old Wheaton banner, letter jacket,
beanie, or any other unique memorabilia
from your college days that may still be
lingering around the house? Why not
clean out your closet (or attic, or
basement, as the case may be) and
donate pieces of your Wheaton College
history to the College Archives and
Special Collections? Previously located
in Buswell Memorial Library, the
Colleges Archives and Special
Collections (or just “Special
Collections,” for short), has moved to
the newly renovated third floor of the
Billy Graham Center.The Graham
Center Library, renamed the Evangelism
and Missions Collection of the BGC,
will also fall under the umbrella of
Special Collections, with materials still
housed on the third floor and available
for borrowing.

So what kind of miscellany can one
already find in Special Collections?
David Malone, head of Archives and
Special Collections, notes that recent
generations of students are often amazed
by the exuberance and vitality of
interclass rivalries that centered around
everything from dinks to benches.
Each year a portion of incoming
students tour the archives to hear of
traditions past and view items that
document Wheaton’s “material culture.”
Some of the interesting antiques
featured include Julia Blanchard’s class
ring, Jonathan Blanchard’s top hat,

WHEATONn e w s

Donate pieces of your Wheaton College history

to the College Archives and Special Collections. 
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Wheaton Basketball Celebrates 50th Anniversary of Championship 

This 2006-2007 season marks the 50th anniversary of the 1957 national championship win

by Wheaton’s men’s basketball team. To commemorate the occasion, Wheaton College

is planning a celebration for members of the original team during the weekend of

November 17-18, in conjunction with the annual Lee Pfund basketball

tournament. The festivities include the presentation of a trophy to replace the

one stolen nearly a quarter century ago, a video/audio tribute to the team,

and a display of basketball memorabilia from the 1950s.

Homecoming committee, Community
Life committee, and the Student Hearing
panel. Jonathan spent last summer abroad
with the Wheaton in Germany program,
and went on a BreakAway spring break
missions trip to San Francisco. In addition
to performing biology research with 
Dr. Jennifer Busch on an enzyme that
helps control blood pressure, Jonathan
studied at Oxford University during the
summer of 2006 and did an internship
with World Relief in Cambodia.After
graduation he plans to attend medical
school and pursue a master’s degree in
public health in order to treat the
underserved in the United States and in
the developing world.
■ Jennifer (Joy) Posey of Memphis,
Tennessee, is a history major whose
involvements include the Honduras
Project, Discipleship Small Groups, Crew,
and Phi Alpha Theta (the history honor
society). She is also involved at the Church
of the Resurrection, and works in the
library and as a teacher’s assistant for 
Dr. Edith Blumhofer. Joy would like to

S T U D E N T  N E W S

Seniors Awarded Alumni

Association Scholarships 

Six members of the Class of 2007 will
have lighter financial loads this year,
thanks to generous donations from
alumni.The Alumni Board of Directors
selected these outstanding seniors from
nominations provided by faculty and staff
to receive the Alumni Association’s
annual Senior Scholarship Awards.
■ Jonathan Knoche of Green Bay,
Wisconsin, is an economics and pre-med
major with minors in biology, German,
and Bible/theology. He is a member of
the German club; the pre-health
professions club, Sigma Delta Pi; and
Discipleship Small Groups. Jonathan also
volunteers at the Bolingbrook Christian
Health Center and STARS disability
ministry, and tutors for the Christian
Service Council’s refugee tutoring
ministry. He has served as an executive
vice president for Student Government
and as College Union concert 
manager, and was a member of the

make sense to renovate the structures
based on the cost of doing such work.
Instead, the College has purchased the
three-story apartment buildings on the
corner of University Place and
President Street, which is north of the
former dorms. Once called President
University Apartments, the complex
will be renamed Saint and Elliot
Apartments, and will have space to
easily accommodate the 108 occupants
that would have been housed in the
two dorms.Two of the apartment
buildings have 12 two-bedroom units,
and one has eight one-bedroom units.
Each bedroom has two beds.The
popularity of and demand for apartment
housing prompted Wheaton to purchase
the property last year.According to the
buildings’ previous owner, 80 percent of
the tenants were students. College
business administrator Steve Mead says
rates haven’t been finalized, but
apartments are usually more expensive
than dormitories, which cost about
$2,000 per semester.

2007 Senior Scholarship Winners: (from left)

Kristin Darr, Kevin Johnson, Jonathan Knoche,

Alumni Association President Bob Dye, 

Ben Willenbring, Anna Batcheller, Jennifer (Joy)

Posey.
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individuals through Christ.
■ Kevin Johnson of Kalispell, Montana, is a
philosophy major with a minor in biblical
and theological studies. His involvements
include the College Symphony Orchestra,
Wheaton Evangelism Team,Youth Hostel
Ministry, and World Christian Fellowship.
He is active at the Church of the Great
Shepherd, participating in a small group
and a prayer group, in addition to
occasionally playing with the worship
team and helping to teach ESL through
the church. He has also worked as a
philosophy teacher’s assistant.After
completing his degree at Wheaton, Kevin
wants to go to seminary and pursue
pastoral work while continuing
theological studies. Eventually he hopes to
be involved in missions work as a
theological educator in a foreign country,
preferably in Europe.

F A C U LT Y  N E W S

Faculty Authors Win 

Book Awards 

The 2006 Christianity Today Book
Awards acknowledged 22 of this year’s
best books, selected out of 240 titles
from 37 publishers.This year three of the
publications recognized were written or
edited by Wheaton faculty members.
Awards of Merit were also given to
Finding Our Way Home:Turning Back to
What Matters Most, by former endowed
Rech Chair of Psychology Mark
McMinn, and Is the Reformation Over?:
An Evangelical Assessment of Contemporary
Roman Catholicism, coauthored by former
McManis Chair of History Mark Noll.

CT staff members select the top

and to Papua New Guinea, through
Wycliffe Bible Translators.After
graduation, she wants to go to graduate
school to study her “passion of
ethnomusicology.”Afterward, she would
like to be involved with missions, using
her skills to help the poor and bring them
to the knowledge and understanding of
the Lord.
■ Kristin Darr of Lawrenceville, Georgia, is
completing a double major in applied
health science and political science.A
former varsity basketball player, Kristin has
coached basketball in the Wheaton
community, served as a teacher’s assistant
in human anatomy, and is currently a T.A.
in exercise physiology and human
physiology.

In addition to spending two months in
Southeast Asia with the Student
Missionary Project, she has served on the
SMP cabinet doing a culture exchange
and teaching English, and has been a
leader and participant in Discipleship
Small Groups. Moreover, Kristin is the
business manager of Wheaton’s College
Republicans and a member of the
political science honor society, Pi Sigma
Alpha, and spent the summer interning
for Congressman John Linder in
Washington, D.C.Although she hasn’t
completely decided on a career, she has
contemplated pursuing politics, teaching
at the undergraduate level, or entering the
mission field full-time and returning to
Southeast Asia.After graduation she
intends to go to graduate school or law
school and ultimately hopes to influence
others and affect public policy, teach, and
motivate growth and change in

attend graduate school to pursue a degree
in public health and nutrition, and
ultimately be involved with an
educational program that teaches the
importance of nutrition as a means of
increasing one’s quality of life, especially
for those suffering from fatal diseases.
■ Ben Willenbring of Shoreview, Minnesota,
is an English literature major with a
minor in pre-med. He has served with La
Rubida Children’s Hospital ministry for
three years, Sigma Delta Pi for three years,
and the Student Global AIDS campaign
for one year. He has traveled to North
Africa with the Student Missionary
Project, and to New Orleans last
Thanksgiving to help with Hurricane
Katrina relief efforts. He has also worked
for the student literary magazine, Kodon,
and spent the last two semesters doing a
clinical research internship at Minneapolis
Heart Institute Foundation. He hopes to
go on to medical school and work with
medically underserved populations,
especially those that are vulnerable to
HIV/AIDS.
■ Anna Batcheller of Petersburgh, New
York, is pursuing a major in music.

Her involvements include the Chicago
Evangelism Team, Discipleship Small
Groups, Flute Choir, refugee in-home
tutoring,World Christian Fellowship,
Symphonic Band, Emmanuel Mentoring
Program, and HNGR. She also serves in
various capacities at Lombard Mennonite
Church, Grace Church of DuPage, and
Sudanese Community Church, and works
for Media Resources in productions.
Anna has traveled to Appalachia,West
Virginia, on a BreakAway missions trip,

WHEATONn e w s
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literature and environment. Dr.Walford
wrote a critical work to accompany each
exhibition, and Dr.Walford-Bellu, an essay
relating their encounter with contemporary
inhabitants of the region to those found in
Pavese’s writings.The first exhibition
opening of David’s photography (which
coincided with the book launch by
publisher Pieraldo Editore in Rome on
May 11, 2006) was featured in Italy’s top
newspaper, La Republica, and was sponsored
by the Foundation Biblioteca Cesare Pavese,
Santo Stefano Belbo, Piedmont.The
second, featuring David’s independent,
conceptual, and artistic response to the
region, was sponsored by the Foundation
Scarampi, San Giorgio, Scarampi.

David Wittig is scheduled to display his
photography in Adams Hall Gallery on
Wheaton’s campus from October 20
through November 22.

New Book Showcases

Collaboration of Faculty and

Alumnus 

Professor of Art History Dr. John Walford
and his wife, Dr. Maria Walford-Bellu,
who teaches Italian for voice students in
the Conservatory, have published a new
book in conjunction with photographer
David Wittig ’00 titled Alchimia Degli
Elementi. Written entirely in Italian, the
book features a series of photos highlight-
ing the Piedmont region of Italy, which
influenced the writings of renowned Italian
novelist and poet Cesare Pavese, on whom
Dr.Walford-Bellu also wrote her
dissertation at the University of Chicago in
2002.Two separate photo-graphic
exhibitions of David’s work reflect Pavese’s
inspiration from the people and the
landscape of the region, as well as David’s
own artistic vision and response to Pavese’s

books, and a panel of judges for each
category votes and comments on the
winning entries—chosen for bringing
understanding to people, events, and
ideas that shape evangelical life, thought,
and mission.
• This Heavy Silence (Paraclete Press), by
Nicole Mazzarella,Visiting Instructor of
English—“Nuanced characterization,
finely wrought scene-setting, subtlety in
addressing questions of faith, repentance,
and forgiveness.”
• The Narnian:The Life and Imagination
of C.S. Lewis (Harper San Francisco), by
Alan Jacobs, Professor of English—
“A deeply insightful yet broadly
accessible intellectual biography, written
in an engaging voice.”
• Dictionary for Theological Interpretation
of the Bible (Baker Academic), edited by
Daniel Treier,Assistant Professor of
Biblical and Theological Studies—
“A landmark volume for the church’s
engagement with Scripture.”

In addition, Dictionary for Theological
Interpretation of the Bible was named the
2006 Christian Book of the Year by the
Evangelical Christian Publishers
Association, in the Bible Reference and
Study category.The Christian Book
Awards were announced at a celebration
in Denver on July 10.
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An installation view of the

documentary show at Chiesa dei

Santi Giacomo e Cristoforo, a

deconsecrated church in Santo

Stefano Belbo, Italy, and part 

of the exhibit space of the Centro

Studi Cesare Pavese.
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during regular season meets, for the
championship on October 29, all of the
top competitors were on the starting line.

Head coach Scott Bradley ’86 notes
that the team’s  “steady does it” strategy—
beginning conservatively and catching
other runners later on—has been key to
its success.

“We run an even-paced race.That’s our
trademark,” he says, contrasting Wheaton’s
approach to teams that start strong and
then fade.“The objective isn’t who’s
winning at a mile, or who’s winning at
two miles, but who’s winning at the end
of the race.”

The women typically train by running
6 to 10 miles a day, six days a week. In
addition, each runner’s program is
personalized by Scott, who was named
Coach of the Year for NCAA Division
III Women’s Track and Field by the U.S.
Track and Field and Cross Country
Coaches Association last May.

But for the Thunder, cross country is
about more than just practicing hard and
winning meets. Strike up a conversation
with a Wheaton runner, and you’ll hear
about encouraging teammates, conversa-
tions during daily runs, and helpful
Discipleship Small Groups.

Sophomore Lisa Baumert ’09 knows
that her coaches and teammates are just
as concerned about her spiritual life as
they are about her ability as a runner.

“I find it encouraging to walk into the
locker room every day and hear my

Most cross-country teams would be
thrilled to win one conference champion-
ship. So when the Wheaton women
scored a “three-peat” at Augustana last
fall—securing their third consecutive title
and their eighth overall in the College
Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin—it
was no small cause for celebration.

While a spree of injuries forced many
of the Thunder’s fastest runners to sit out

WHEATONs p o r t s

by Ben Shivers ’08

Running the Show
The women’s cross-country team takes the spotlight 

with a third championship title and a few words of wisdom about the journey.

teammates ask me how I’m doing and
know it’s not just something they have
to do,” she says.

Former co-captain Laura Hillard ’06
agrees, noting,“Wheaton’s cross-country
team is so Christ-centered and the
emphasis is on team cooperation.” She
points out that putting the love of
running ahead of winning hasn’t kept
the Thunder from scoring as well as
teams that focus more on their
performance on the course.

“Honestly, I did cross country to be
with the people, not for the running,
because I’d rather run by myself,” says
Laura, who values her relationships with
her teammates.

But that’s not to say that victory is any
less sweet.The team was ranked number
23 in the nation among NCAA
Division III schools by the end of the
2005 season and yielded seven all-
conference performers at the CCIW
championship meet. Eight of Wheaton’s
runners finished in the top 16.

“We have great people,” says Scott,
whose philosophy for leading his team
involves developing “whole people,” not
just fast runners. He adds,“I often tell
runners that I want running to be an
important part of their lives, but not the
most important part. . . . For me, this is a
lot more than just coaching a sport; it’s
working with outstanding people who
are interested in growing athletically,
academically, and spiritually.”

Head Coach Scott Bradley ’86 was named 
Coach of the Year last May.
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football

Sep 9 Albion College

Sep 18 Washington University (MO)

Sep 23 at Hope College

Sep 30 at Millikin University

Oct 7 North Central College

Oct 14 at Augustana College

Oct 21 at North Park University

Oct 28 Elmhurst College

Nov 4 at Carthage College

Nov 11 Illinois Wesleyan University

women’s soccer

Sep 1 Bob Baptista Invitational

Fredonia State (NY)

Sep 2 Bob Baptista Invitational

Washington University (MO)

Sep 7 University of LaVerne

Sep 11 at Wisconsin-Stevens Point

Sep 13 Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Sep 16 at Loras College

Sep 19 at DePauw University

Sep 20 at Millikin University

Sep 23 at Augustana College

Sep 26 University of Chicago

Oct 31 CCIW Tournament Play-in

Nov 2 CCIW Tournament

Nov 3 CCIW Championship 

women’s golf

Sep 1 at Robert Morris College

Sep 7 at Augustana Invitational

Davenport, IA 

Sep 8 at Knox College Tournament 

Galesburg, IL

Sep 9 at Monmouth (IL) Invitational

at Elmhurst Invitational

Sep 22 at Carthage Invitational 

Kansasville, WI

Sep 26 at North Central Women’s Golf 

Classic Naperville, IL

Oct 6-7 at CCIW Championships 

men’s and women’s 

cross country

Sep 1 at Elmhurst College’s Early Bird 

Meet

Sep 15 at Aurora University’s Spartan 

Cross Country Classic

Sep 22 at Pre-Nationals Meet 

West Chester, OH

Oct 14 at Wisconsin-Oshkosh 

Invitational

Oct 28 at CCIW Cross Country 

Championships Forsyth, IL

Nov 11 at NCAA Div. III Midwest Reg. 

Championships Davenport, IA

Nov 18 at NCAA Div. III National 

Championships West Chester, OH

Oct 4 at North Park University

Oct 6 Aurora University

Oct 9 North Central College

Oct 14 at College of New Jersey

Oct 16 at Eastern University

Oct 21 Illinois Wesleyan University

Oct 25 at Carthage College

Oct 27 Lake Forest College

Nov 1 CCIW Tournament Semi-Finals

Nov 4 CCIW Finals

men’s soccer

Sep. 1 Bob Baptista Invitational

Wheaton vs. Fredonia State (NY)

Sep. 2 Bob Baptista Invitational

Sep 5 Robert Morris College (IL)

Sep 8 Calvin College

Sep 9 Hope College

Sep 12 at Judson College

Sep 16 at Loras College

Sep 20 at Aurora University

Sep 23 at Millikin University

Sep 27 Elmhurst College

Sep 29 Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Oct 3 at Augustana College

Oct 6 North Central College

Oct 11 Illinois Wesleyan University

Oct 13 at Pomona-Pitzer College (CA)

Oct 16 at Azuza Pacific University (CA)

Oct 18 at University of Chicago

Oct 20 at North Park University

Oct 25 at Carthage College

Oct 27 Lake Forest College

Oct 31 CCIW Tournament Semi-Finals

Nov 4 CCIW Tournament Finals

women’s tennis

Sep 1 U. of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Sep 4 North Central College

Sep 4 Millikin University

Sep 7 at Carthage College

Sep 15 at Cornell College

Sep 16 at Augustana College

Sep 22 at ITA Reg’l Tourn. Decorah, IA 

Sep 23 at ITA Reg’l Tourn. Decorah, IA

Sep 30 Illinois Wesleyan University

Sep 30 Elmhurst College

Oct 6 CCIW Tournament Bloomington, IL

Oct 7 CCIW Tournament Bloomington, IL

volleyball

Sep 1 at Wisconsin-Whitewater

Sep 2 at Wisconsin-Whitewater

Sep 5 Lake Forest College

Sep 8 at Aurora University

Sep 9 at Aurora University

Sep 14 at Millikin University

Sep 16 Thunder Classic Quadrangular

Sep 22 Wheaton Invitational

Sep 23 Wheaton Invitational

Sep. 26 at Augustana College

Sep. 28 at North Central College

Oct 3 Elmhurst College

Oct 6 Carthage College 

Oct 10 Illinois Wesleyan University 

Oct 13 at Colorado College

Oct 14 at Colorado College

Oct 18 North Park University

Oct 24 at University of Chicago

Oct 27 at Calvin/Hope Tournament

Oct 28 at Calvin/Hope Tournament

w h e a t o n  t h u n d e r  f a l l  s p o r t s  s c h e d u l e

Championship Hoop-la Don Nelson ’86 and Randy Pfund ’74 share more in 

common than their alma mater. Both played basketball at Wheaton for four years, served as

co-captains during their senior seasons, and have been inducted into the Hall of Honor. 

And amazingly, both oversee a franchise that made it to its first NBA Finals this 

season.When Randy’s Miami Heat defeated Don’s Dallas Mavericks in six games, it was only

their latest stop on a path that has taken these two from Division III athletes to NBA execu-

tives. They are not the first Wheaton graduates to go through the system, joining 

Les Habegger ’54, the general manager for the Seattle SuperSonics, and Dick Helm ’55, an

assistant coach to Larry Wilkens for many years.        —Jason Bailey ’07

W H E A T O N 1 1

For a complete listing of

the radio, video, and cable

broadcast schedule for

football and soccer go to

www.wetn.org.
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legs began feeling heavy. “Just make it to mile 15,” I told

myself, aware that the course then turns off the highway,

looping around a neighborhood and providing a refreshing

change of scenery for three miles. 

By the time I turned back onto the highway, returning the

way I had come, I noticed only a few other runners

keeping pace with me—the rest of the 29,000 were still

on their way out. My legs were aching, but I couldn’t quit.

I had coached a marathon-training group and a high school

cross-country team, and the occasional “Go, David!” from

the oncoming mass reminded me I couldn’t let my team

he starting gun went off at 5:00 A.M., and fireworks lit

up the starry sky. Since I was a novice marathoner, I

wasn’t allowed to start with the elite runners; instead I had

to weave through the crowds, passing hundreds of people

within the first mile of the race. 

The course began in downtown Honolulu, which gleamed

with Christmas lights and decorations. From there, I

remember cresting a hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean,

unable to enjoy the view because of the darkness.

After 11 miles, I was running on straight, flat concrete

with only periodic glimpses of the ocean. At this point, my

David Sakoda ’05 ran his

second marathon on

December 11, 2005, in

his native Hawaii,

making him part of a

growing number of

Americans getting swept

up in the running craze.

(According to the Road

Running Information

Center, the number of

people running races

jumped four percent

nationally in 2004.) 

But what’s remarkable

about David’s story is

that he placed 87th out

of 29,000 runners. 

1 2 A U T U M N  2 0 0 6

t

Though his time

qualified him to run the

Boston Marathon,

David isn’t eager to run

outside of Hawaii,

where his family—

including his dad,

Edwin Sakoda ’68—

still live, and where he

enjoys pursuing his

“real passion”— free-

dive spear fishing. 

The following is his

firsthand account of

what it’s like to run

26.2 miles at an under

7-minute-per-mile

pace.
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down. I was also determined to finish in less than three

hours.

I got another boost when I passed a coach who I knew

was really fast. He started with the elite runners in front of

me, and then I caught him at the eight-mile mark and ran

with him for a little bit. When he broke away from me, I

didn’t think I’d see him again, but around mile 22, I ended

up passing him for good.

The last four miles of the race were the toughest. My

legs felt as though they were going to cramp up. It was the

most pain I have ever felt. I paused on the side of the

W H E A T O N 1 3

course for 10 seconds to stretch, and began sending up

prayers: “God, give me strength . . . help me to finish . . .

I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me!” 

After a gradual one-mile climb, I made it to the top of the

hill behind Diamond Head. By this time, the glistening

ocean was fully visible in the light of dawn. Heading into

the home stretch, my weary legs received a new boost of

energy, sensing that the end was near. 

I crossed the finish line in triumph, not knowing what

place I held, but knowing that I had reached my goal: to run

the race and finish well. 

What was David’s

official time?

2:57:03—

32 minutes and 

37 seconds 

faster than his 

first marathon. 

the amazing race
by David Sakoda ’05
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Mind Field

D

by Jessica L. Allen

epression, anxiety, strained relationships,

personality disorders. These are concerns that trouble millions of individuals on a daily

basis—their prevalence an illustration of the burgeoning field of psychology and

mental health. Today, seeking counseling for these and other problems—from

emotional malaise to cognitive dysfunctions—has become almost as routine as going

to the doctor to check on a fever. There are even television talk shows that provide

viewers and guests with a psychological perspective on their everyday problems.

But is this growing interest in clinical and counseling psychology a result of our

current social condition, or merely a reflection of it? And how is this paradigm shift

affecting the Christian community, as well as society at large? 

Find out how Wheaton College is responding to these issues with graduate programs in

psychology that bring new dimension to exploring the life of the mind. 
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Considering the status quo, there is little wonder why mental health concerns are
suddenly garnering such widespread attention. According to the National
Institute of Mental Health, the burden of mental illness on health and
productivity in the United States and throughout the world has long been
underestimated. In fact, data from the Global Burden of Disease study
conducted by the World Health Organization, the World Bank, and Harvard
University in 2001 established that mental illness, including suicide, accounts for
more than 15 percent of the burden of disease in established market economies.
This is more than the disease burden caused by all cancers.

The study developed a single measure, Disability Adjusted Life Years (DALYs),
to compare the burden of disease across many different disease conditions and
account for lost years of healthy life due to premature death or disability.
Surprisingly, it revealed major depression as the leading cause of disability
worldwide among persons age five and older. Moreover, projections show that
with the aging of the population and the conquest of infectious diseases,
psychiatric and neurological conditions could increase their share of the total
global disease burden by almost half (from 10.5 percent to almost 15 percent) by
2020.

Indeed, from hospitals and clinics to schools and churches, people everywhere
are recognizing the legitimacy of mental health issues and their impact . . . and
especially people of faith. An article that appeared in the May/June 2005 issue of
Psychology Today declared that 83 percent of Americans believe that their spiritual
faith and religious beliefs are closely related to their state of mental and
emotional health, and three-fourths admit that it is important for them to see a
professional counselor who integrates their values and beliefs into therapy.

Not surprisingly, the psychology programs at Christian graduate schools and
seminaries are bursting with students—a trend that Christianity Today first
reported a decade ago, in 1996.The announcement came three years after
Wheaton added its own doctorate in psychology to its existing master’s 
of clinical psych offering. A competitive program, it accommodates a class 
of 17-18 members, out of a pool of some 80-90 applicants.

“There was a sense that there was a need for Christians to be committed to
the mental health field, and an awareness that Christians could play a very
unique role,” explains Provost Stanton Jones, former chair of Wheaton’s
psychology department.

“At the time we conducted our feasibility study, there were inadequate training
opportunities for Christians,” he recalls. “There was no doctoral training offered
east of the west coast, where you had Fuller Theological Seminary and Rosemead
in southern California. So we felt that we should do something, in light of
Wheaton’s strong commitment to the integration of faith and learning.”

The Startling Statistics

Bridging Sacred and Secular
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“I saw the Psy.D. as an opportunity to help people by practicing

psychology.…For those of us in this field, the tools of our trade are

ourselves, and I see this as the time for refining that tool.” 
Giovanni Bill ings M.A. ’05

he concept behind both the M.A. and Psy.D. programs has always been to
blend Christian theology and psychological theory through integrated
teaching that acknowledges the empirical insights of the latter without
disregarding the absolute truths of the former. Both programs are designed
to educate students in a manner informed and shaped by Christian faith;
produce practitioner-scholars capable of benefiting from and contributing

to the field of clinical psychology; instill a view of professional practice as service to the
Body of Christ, the church, and the marginalized and underserved; and train students in
the context of an intentional community of faith.

Not only did Dr. Jones spearhead the doctoral initiative (which gained accreditation
before graduating a single student), he has also authored and edited a number of books
about the relationship between Christian and psychological perspectives, including
Psychology and Christianity: Four Views and Homosexuality:The Use of Scientific Research in
the Church’s Moral Debate. His Modern Psychotherapies, coauthored with Wheaton professor
Dr. Richard Butman, was succeeded by Modern Psychopathologies, Dr. Butman’s
collaboration with Wheaton professor Dr. Barrett McRay and Regent University
professor Mark Yarhouse M.A. ’93, M.A. ’97, Psy.D. ’98 (see page 57).

Although Dr. Jones is surprised by the number of graduates like Mark, who go on to
work in academic contexts with a degree designed for practitioners, Giovanni Billings
M.A. ’05 is one current Psy.D. student who chose the program specifically because he
wanted to practice as a clinician.

“A lot of psychologists, especially those who have Ph.D.s, have very academic careers,”
he notes.“I saw the Psy.D. as an opportunity to help people by practicing psychology. . . .
For those of us in this field, the tools of our trade are ourselves, and I see this as the time
for refining that tool.”

T
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“There was a sense 

that there was a need

for Christians to be

committed to the mental

health field, and an

awareness that

Christians could play a

very unique role.” 
Dr. Stanton Jones, Provost 

Having already received his M.A. in clinical psychology at Wheaton, Giovanni
recently completed his first year of doctoral studies, which also included a practicum at
Alexian Brothers Interfaith Parish Support Services in Schaumburg, Illinois.“It has been
great to have peers and professors to consult with and get support from while having
my first experiences as a psychologist,” says Giovanni, who was involved with a program
that provides counseling for parochial schools, and spent much of his practicum
working as a school counselor. Eventually he hopes to become a child psychologist, and
work with children who have developmental disabilities, such as autism.

r. Robert Gregory, current chair of the psychology department, was
recruited to Wheaton’s faculty just two years after the Psy.D. was
introduced. He points out that while it may in some ways be an
extension of the M.A. program (which can be completed in two years),
the five-year Psy.D. degree plan is significantly different.Through four
years of coursework and electives followed by a one-year internship,

students are given an overview of issues such as psychopathology, diversity, infant and
child development, psychoanalysis, group therapy, psychopharmacology, and others.

Notes Dr. Jones,“A high percentage of our students succeed in getting high-quality
internships, which is a mark of how they’re viewed in terms of the quality of their
training.The competition for accredited internships is incredibly intense, and they fare
well in that competition.”

And what about the perceived tension between the Christian faith and psychology?
Learning how the two complement as well as how they conflict only adds dimension to
the psychology curriculum at Wheaton, and it hasn’t impeded graduates from practicing
in a wide variety of settings not necessarily viewed as Christian—from universities, to
prison systems, to hospitals.

A specialist in neuropsychology himself, Dr. Gregory says one way that his faith
influences his profession is by keeping him from equating people with the material
functioning of their brains or brain system deficits.

“When I talk about neuropsychology, I bring in the Christian concept of
soulfulness—having a soul and being a soulful being—which is a very complex notion
with many different ramifications,” he says.“I don’t let students forget that they need to
think like this. . . .There’s not a formula to the way we teach our students to deal with
some of the more difficult subjects they may encounter as Christians, because every
professor addresses those things a different way in the classroom . . . but we train them
well.And when clients do bring issues of faith into their therapy, they as practitioners
are very well-suited to handle that.”

David Foster M.A. ’85 was a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary, working 
in a local church ministry, when he recognized that he lacked the training to deal
with the deeper emotional and spiritual issues of his parishioners and decided 
that he needed to pursue a graduate degree in psychology.

“Wheaton was exactly what I was hoping for in a psychology program,” he says.
“Not only did it provide me with professional training on par with those who
received their training in secular universities, the theological and spiritual elements
were not ignored. I found that there was real integrity in what I was taught.”

D

From Theory to Practice
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or more than 20 years, David has worked as the clinical director for Warren
Yazoo Mental Health Services, a community mental health center that serves
two counties in the Mississippi delta region, one of the poorer areas of the
United States.The center offers comprehensive mental health care for
approximately 4,000 clients, from at-risk children to the elderly, with services
that address behavioral and emotional disturbances, addictive disorders, serious

mental illness, as well as more common issues such as depression and marital problems. It also
offers treatment, employment, and housing for mentally handicapped patients.

His internship with the Downer’s Grove Department of Health and Human Services, and
working as a psychiatric technician at Glendale Heights Community Hospital, allowed him
to gain experience working with lower-income individuals, although David admits it was an
alternative he hadn’t considered at first.

“I initially envisioned working in a cushy private practice,” he laughs,“but along the way 
I changed my mind because the psychology program at Wheaton sensitized me to serving
underserved people here in the U.S. and abroad.”

He is quick to recognize the influence of Fran White, a former missionary to Africa with 
a Ph.D. from Columbia University, who started Wheaton’s graduate psychology program.

“Her care for people in third-world settings is what inspired me to do what I’ve done,”
says David, who is now also working on a doctorate of ministry degree from Columbia
Seminary in Columbia, South Carolina. He is the first student in a new program that will
equip him to offer counseling to missionaries.

He first noticed the need ten years ago, when he traveled to the Kibera slum in Kenya to
work with street kids as a mental health consultant for the Presbyterian ministry Mission to
the World.“The Kibera slum is one of the worst slums in the world,” he says.“Coming out
of the rural delta environment was a real asset in that case.” He has since done similar work
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, as well as in the Middle East, and Central and South America.

“I had a lot of interaction with missionaries and saw their need to have clinical and
pastoral care provided to them on the field,” David explains.

In this new pursuit, as well as in his current profession, David says his faith plays a very
central role. And living on “the buckle of the Bible belt,” he adds that many of his clients
come in with a faith background.

“To ignore that component of a person’s life is to do so at one’s professional peril,” he
emphasizes. “I regularly ask my clients about their religious beliefs, and how they see
their faith intersecting with their present problem, and I think any good professional would
do the same, even as a non-believer.”

David, who was appointed to the Mississippi board for licensure in marriage and family
therapy by the governor himself, notes that his own faith has not impugned his credibility as 
a mental health professional. He adds that the study of human behavior, in essence, is 
not antagonistic to Christ . . . there are simply people in the mental health arena who are
antagonistic to Christ.

F

“Wheaton was exactly what I was hoping for. Not only did it provide me 

with professional training… the theological and spiritual elements were not

ignored.…There was real integrity in what I was taught.”
David Foster M.A. ’85
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ike David, fellow psychology graduate Richard Lyon ’99, M.A. ’04 has also
found fulfillment using his degree to help the underserved—and at the
very organization for which he completed an internship as a student.
MaineStay Youth and Family Services in Park Ridge, Illinois, is another
community-based counseling facility that offers individual, couple, and
family counseling, serving clients in middle- to lower-income families

who pay per session only what they can afford, whether that is $1 or $50.
“I see people who normally wouldn’t have access to counseling services,” says Rich, who

dropped his pursuit of an M.D. when he realized how little time he would have to spend
with his patients one on one.“I’m thankful for the opportunity to know the whole person
rather than just treating the symptom,” he adds.“When you look closely enough, people
have incredible strengths and resources, but these often get lost in the midst of their
problems. I simply help them navigate some difficult terrain so they can successfully
continue on their journey.”

In working with a variety of clients from different ethnic backgrounds, including
Polish, Latino,Asian, and African American, he is especially grateful for the cross-cultural
aspect of his training at Wheaton, which taught him how culture can affect counseling,
and how to look at people and situations from a biblical perspective.

“Every person I encounter, even if they are considered unlovable or outcast by society,
is a unique creation of God and, as such, deserves the utmost respect and care. I feel
privileged to be able to make a difference in their lives,” Rich explains.

He gives one example of a mother and daughter who came in for counseling for anger
and hostility.As he helped the mother work through parenting techniques to regain
control, he watched the quality of the relationship, as the clients evaluated it, move from a
“negative zero” to a seven on a scale of one to ten. Rich says the best scenarios are when
people no longer need to come because they have made so much progress.

As David notes,“When people are seeking help, they want to know that someone 
cares for them and is willing to listen, and I can’t think of anyone better equipped to do
that than a believer of Jesus Christ.We have the indwelling Holy Spirit, and a knowledge
of Scripture to inform our psychology. . . .And it is because of Christ that we have a
heart of compassion to deal with hurting people.”

L

“I’m thankful for the opportunity to know the whole person

rather than just treating the symptom. When you look closely

enough, people have incredible strengths and resources.”

Richard Lyon ’99. M.A. ’04  
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(HNGR) program carry with them—memories that have forever
changed their perspectives on food, on public policy, on justice, and 
on worship.

This year, HNGR celebrates 30 years of sending students to the
developing world for six months of study and service following
preparatory coursework.

From the beginning, one of the program’s goals has been to help
students think about the poverty, hunger, and injustice in the world and
how their lifestyles and career decisions can reflect a commitment to
these causes.And according to a survey conducted in 2000, 93 percent
of the program’s alumni respondents said HNGR has, indeed, had a
significant impact on their lifestyles.

Director of the program for the last seven years, Dr. Paul Robinson

Indelible impressions: the disproportionate forms 

of malnourished children in the Dominican Republic;

entire communities in the Philippines unable to 

afford $3 to heal an eye infection; nightly worship

gatherings at an African school where the 

dancing is infectious.  

These are just a few of the memories alumni of

Wheaton’s Human Needs and Global Resources 

a matter of perspective by Katherine Halberstadt Anderson ’90

“The whole object of travel is not to set foot on foreign land; it is at last to set foot on        

G. K. Chesterton
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From a variety of backgrounds and majors, this group of four alumni
includes only one who works for a mission organization.The rest work
in education, computer programming, and investment banking.And
yet, there is no mistaking the pivotal role the program played—in
setting the tone for the large and small choices they continue to make
every day.The following stories illuminate the ways even our Western
lives may touch our neighbors around the globe.

linking generations
Claudia Kraftson Brice ’78, left for her HNGR internship in the
Dominican Republic as a music major, but came home six months
later bent on going to medical school and working in public health
care in underdeveloped countries. Some 25 years later, she says HNGR

believes that the change begins when students come to truly see 
others as their neighbors. But he adds that the process can’t be
completed until they come to the realization that “development isn’t
just something that we do for others . . . it happens in the context 
of relationship, and relationship involves reciprocity.”

He notes that the program’s challenge for the future involves finding
ways to use Wheaton’s educational and student resources to help the
Christian community around the world respond to the vision that God
has given them.

In honor of HNGR’s thirtieth year, four of its almost 600 alumni
(one from each decade) offer glimpses of some of the unique 
ways their lives still reflect concern for and connectivity to the rest of
the world.

      one’s own country as a foreign land.” 
Sara Sywulka’95 traveled to

Pakistan with Food for the

Hungry after the 2005

earthquake to help victims

find shelter and food. The

quake killed more than 73,000

people, according to

government statistics. 
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believe HNGR is an invaluable experience because it allows people to
glimpse the whole Body of Christ,” he says, adding that nightly
gatherings for praise and worship at the school often broke into
dancing.“There were just many fun, worshipful experiences.”

the international family
Dr. Paul McNamara ’83 and his entire family traveled to South Korea
in April to meet and bring home the youngest of their five children—
seven-month-old David.

Paul says the trip was a great experience on many levels. Not only
did they meet David,“who has such a pleasant, happy personality,” they
also had the opportunity to visit with friends in Seoul, Korea, and to
spend time with another son’s foster mother.

Paul and his wife, Margaret Nelson McNamara ’83, have adopted
three of their five children internationally. But this was the first
international trip the family had taken together.

Paul himself had the first of many meaningful cross-cultural
experiences in 1982 when he traveled to the Philippines on his HNGR
internship.While there, he studied land use among tribal farmers.
“Being in that role helped me see how policies, laws, and programs can
help or hurt people—it was eye-opening,” he says, explaining that the
depth of the poverty there made a lasting impression.“This was not
about diseases with no cure . . . these people could not pay the $3 they
needed for the antibiotic to heal their eye infections.”

The experience got him interested in public policy and
development.After completing his master’s degree at Harvard’s
Kennedy School, Paul then worked for two years with Harvard’s
Institute for International Development in The Gambia.

Now an associate professor with the Department of Agricultural and
Consumer Economics and the Division of Nutrition at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, he won an award of merit last year
from the Illinois Rural Health Association for his work over the last six
years in organizing public policy forums designed to improve health
care access for rural people.

“Much of my work deals with the welfare of the poor under
different policies and programs,” he explains.

Paul continues to travel a bit in his role as the board president of a
small non-governmental organization involved in community
development in highland villages in Papua, Indonesia.And while he
and his wife are both very interested in doing more traveling or even
living overseas, for now he says,“being a university professor is a good
way to have a family life.”

Paul’s work also affords him the opportunity to remain active in
international development through research projects, including one
investigating the economics of food security programs aimed at
assisting people living with HIV/AIDS.And with two children adopted
from South Korea and one from India, cultural holidays to celebrate,
and international graduate students coming and going, their family also
retains its own ties to the world.

is a part of who she is—and now it’s also a part of her eldest son,
Nathanael ’03, who traveled to Uganda with HNGR in 2002.

Claudia vividly remembers her internship—perhaps partly because it
was so hands-on. Her assignment involved helping set up rural health
care clinics. In addition to teaching women’s nutrition classes and
conducting a study on malnutrition, she also helped deliver several
babies and gave vaccinations.“I remember practicing on an 
orange before I gave any shots to the children,” she says.

While pursuing graduate studies, Claudia met and married a pastor.
And instead of becoming a doctor, she and her husband started their
family of four children while serving for nine years as missionaries in
Taipei,Taiwan. Claudia says her experience delivering babies in the
Dominican Republic made her far more comfortable bearing all four
of her own children in another culture.

Now back in the United States, Claudia’s husband is the director of
Mobilization for Arab World Ministries, and Claudia herself works as a
software analyst to defray the cost of putting four children through
college. She says that these days, the economic disparity of the world
has primarily been a point of challenging discussion with her children,
including Nathanael and Mark ’06.

Says Claudia,“What’s so wonderful about the program is the depth
and perspective it gives students on how they can impact their world.
Students find out that they learn a great deal from the places they go,
more than they can possibly contribute.”

Nathanael, for instance, came back from his internship “with Africa
in his blood,” says his mother.

When he arrived in Uganda, the entire community had gathered
for a welcoming ceremony.And when his car pulled up, 16-year-olds
armed with AK47s were guarding the building because a local rebel
leader, Ba Muze, was going to be there.

“I had a very quick introduction to a society that deals with rebel
soldiers and a child infantry,” he says.

While there, he taught business and ceramics at a school established
to develop church leadership at the grassroots level and to train 
youth in technical skills such as carpentry and tailoring. Far from being
put off by his first impressions, Nathanael plans to return to Uganda
this summer to set up a solar-powered computer lab at the school
where he taught.

An economics major at Wheaton, he’s taking a three-month leave of
absence from his career in investment banking with JP Morgan, and
using his savings to purchase the computers and fund his travels.

While in Africa, he’ll also visit Rwanda, where he and some friends
have invested in a computer retail micro enterprise. He explains,“After
HNGR, I wanted to get involved in some kind of economic
development work in Africa. . . .There’s so much we can do in terms
of business development over there . . . in ways that are enabling and
empowering.”

But beyond business, as his mother predicted, Nathanael came back
from Africa with an appreciation for another place and people.“I
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on the front lines
As the Developmental Relief Coordinator at Food for the Hungry’s
office in Washington D.C., Sara Sywulka ’95 has traveled to some of
the world’s neediest places. She went to Pakistan after the earthquake
as part of the emergency response team, and to India after the
tsunami, and this summer she traveled to West Africa during the lean
season, since the country faced one of its worst food crises last year.

About her visit to a nomadic herding community in West Africa,
she says,“It’s semi-arid, almost desert. It’s easy to forget that the rest of
the world exists.You drive for miles and don’t see a soul and then
you’ll happen upon this caravan of donkeys carrying tents that 
have been rolled up, pots . . . all that they have is on the move to the
next place.”

Since many herders lost their animals last year, Food for the Hungry
plans to partner with another organization to help these communities
develop “sustainable nomadism.”

With offices in about 30 countries around the world, the
organization does everything from full-scale emergency interventions,
to food distributions, to supporting local church training programs
and holistic ministry programs.

Raised by missionaries in Guatemala, Sara grew up surrounded by
poverty and with a clear picture of third-world issues. She comments,
“For me, HNGR wasn’t the shocking, overwhelming experience 
that it can be for some. But it really did set me on a career path that I
hadn’t thought about before.”

On her HNGR internship, Sara lived with a Bible translator in
Senegal. Of the experience, she says,“I had been considering a
linguistics career, but my internship helped me see that it wasn’t a
good option for me.”

Instead, through HNGR, she learned of Food for the Hungry’s
staffing needs, and after graduating from Wheaton, she worked for
four years in Rwanda and Zaire, working on agricultural
rehabilitation projects and helping unaccompanied refugee children
find either their own families or foster families. She remembers both
heartbreaks and joys. She elaborates,“When the refugees returned 
en masse to Rwanda when the war broke out in Zaire, there were
about 3,000 displaced children. Ninety percent of these were united
within a month.”

Since that time, she has felt called to continue in development.
Today, working with staff facing emergency situations is one of the
most rewarding parts of her job.“When you can provide a tent and
enough food for families to get by, you have a clear, tangible picture
of the results of your work.The challenge then comes in thinking
about that next step—helping to rebuild people’s lives,” she says.

Working toward her master’s degree in public administration, Sara
sees herself returning to the field in the future. She says,“We’ve
learned a lot of lessons over the years about the best ways to lift
people out of poverty. I guess I see myself providing support to people
whose programs provide some of these best practices.”

photos: top down
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a formula to liveby

During Alumni

Weekend, Elisabeth

Fletcher Isais ’46 

received the Wheaton

College Alumni

Association’s Alumna

of the Year 2006

Award for

Distinguished Service

to Society.

by Jessica L. Allen

‘The Preacher tried to find agreeable words in order to write 
correctly . . . words of truth,’” says Elizabeth. “That has been my
formula for good journalism: thinking about the terrific effort that
Solomon put into every word, his emphasis on excellence, and his
central theme of writing about God’s truth.”

Growing up in Elgin, Illinois, Elisabeth remembers “making little
newspapers” in primary school, and relishing the pleasure of good
books.When it was time to go to college, this third-generation
Wheatonite made it her goal to become the editor of the student

The secret to good writing is not as elusive as one might think,
according to Elisabeth Fletcher Isais ’46.A prolific journalist, editor,
teacher, and bilingual communicator, Elisabeth discovered the
blueprint in Ecclesiastes 12:10.This inspiration has guided her 
for more than a half century, from her days as the editor of The
Record; to her years as a missionary and journalist with Latin America
Mission; to her life as a servant of God, book author, dedicated wife
and mother.

“The verse translates somewhat differently in Spanish, and reads,

D I S T I N G U I S H E D  S E R V I C E  T O  S O C I E T Y
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that impresses me most about Liz is her faithful and persevering
dedication to advancing the message of Christ.”

Yet surely life has not been without its difficulties for Elisabeth and
her family.Tragically, she lost both a daughter and her husband to
cancer within two years of each other, in 2000 and 2002. But as Jim
points out,“She has remained faithful through many decades of
ministry, and she has also been faithful through adversity and obstacles.”

Still living in Mexico, Elisabeth continues to teach one or two
evening Bible studies each week, recognizing that written and spoken
words are simply the means to one end—helping people to realize that
Jesus Christ is real.Though her life has been and still is very full, when
it comes to talking about her own accomplishments, Elisabeth
surprisingly doesn’t have much to say.“Oh, I don’t think I’ve done
anything great for society,” she says dismissively.“I’ve just followed the
Lord day by day, and done what He’s asked me to do.” Observes
Elisabeth’s oldest granddaughter,Yvonne Miranda,“My grandma is a
servant. She doesn’t like the attention, but she deserves it, because she
has worked so hard for the cause of Christ . . . especially in countries
that weren’t hers.”

It is something that she continues to do—even at almost 81 years old.

newspaper, even though it seemed impossible for a woman.
“Because of the war [WWII], there was a shortage of men,”

Elisabeth recalls.“So I got the job.”
She ran a tight ship, teaching informal classes on news writing in the

absence of journalism courses at Wheaton. Under her leadership, The
Record achieved a First Class, and during her last semester, an All-
American rating.After completing her degree in English literature,
Elisabeth went on to become the publicity manager at Moody Bible
Institute, but says she was still uncertain of what the Lord wanted her
to do with her life.At the time, she certainly was not anticipating a call
to overseas missions.

“When I was at Wheaton, no one thought that I would go into
missions.They all thought I would go into something journalistic,” says
Elisabeth, who remembers praying earnestly for direction and hearing
the Lord’s instruction to complete her master’s degree in journalism
and apply to Latin America Mission.“In the final analysis I have
actually done a lot of journalistic work, and many other things along
the way,” she adds with a laugh.

Those things (to name a few) include meeting and marrying fellow
missionary Juan M. Isais; raising four children; serving with various
ministries in Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Mexico; teaching
Bible institute courses; founding a Christian magazine and news
bulletin; writing a weekly news column; and leading the Christian
Journalism Association.Today she is still the editor of Noticiero
Milamex, the monthly newspaper that she and Juan created, and
Prisma, their Christian magazine.

“A prism is something that takes light and breaks it up,” she says of
the latter publication’s name.“Jesus Christ is the light of the world, and
we are trying to spread that light in all directions.”

While balancing ministry and motherhood became more
challenging for Elisabeth because of Juan’s need to make frequent
missionary travels, she somehow managed to run the Mexico office of
Latin America Mission out of their home for 21 years while raising a
family. Like their parents, all four of the Isais children have served in
missions in Latin America, and two daughters—Cynthia Martinez-Isais
Carrera ’80 and Sara Martinez-Isais Ramirez ’82—graduated from
Wheaton. (Cynthia Ramirez-Martinez ’08, one of Elisabeth’s ten
grandchildren, is a fifth-generation Wheaton student.)

Elisabeth has edited many books in Spanish and has even authored
two of her own: one of short stories for children, and her latest on
how to be a successful wife.

Jim DeWitt ’77, son of missionaries to Mexico and a close friend of
the Isais family since his childhood, has also been involved with
Spanish Christian publishing for a number of years, and acknowledges
a perpetual need for Spanish authors.

He notes,“Liz has had a very important and great ministry in
training and encouraging Latin American authors. . . . But in addition
to all of her professional achievements, I especially want to emphasize
her Christian character, which has meant so much to me.The thing
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“I believe in working. 

I believe in being

faithful. . . . I believe 

in fulfilling what 

I say I’m going to 

do, if I can, at

whatever cost. But

most importantly, 

I believe in the Bible

and I believe in 

the Lord. He is the 

One who guides 

and blesses us.”

Elisabeth Fletcher Isais ’46
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classes at Comenius University for prospective special education
teachers. Currently about 80 percent of the country’s special needs
population attends self-contained and segregated schools, but the
government now wants to move toward integration.

Having taught special education classes for 10 years prior to teaching
collegiate courses, Dr. Brulle welcomes the opportunity to help the
country establish a more inclusive model. He says,“I think most
children with special needs should be included [in the regular
classroom] unless it’s going to compromise what they need to learn. . . .
I’m also interested in learning about their higher education system—
how it’s accredited and how they collect their data.”

Dr. Brulle will finish his term as chair before taking his Fulbright
sabbatical, but plans to return in the fall of 2007. He notes,“I thought
it was time to let someone else take over the helm, but by the time I
get back I know I’ll be anxious to return to teaching.”

Dr. Brulle, Christian Hunter ’05 has never set foot in
Chile—where he will spend 10 months studying the success of a
government program aimed at maintaining the culture of two small
indigenous groups.

Arkansas Senator J.William Fulbright’s vision of a worldwide
educational exchange has enriched the lives of more than 100,900 U.S.
scholars since 1946, and this coming year, three of Wheaton’s own will
join these numbers.The list of Fulbright Scholars includes such
notables as U.S.Ambassador Thomas Pickering and opera standout
Renée Fleming.

Fulbright’s hope was that these scholarships would “bring a little
more knowledge, a little more reason, and a little more compassion
into world affairs and thereby to increase the chance that nations will
learn at last to live in peace and friendship.”

Our own Fulbright scholars—one professor and two graduate
students—will travel to Germany, Chile, and the Slovak Republic next
year, courtesy of the U.S. State Department’s Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs.

Of the three, only Dr.Andrew Brulle, who has chaired the education
department for the last nine years, got inspired while visiting his host
country on vacation. He explains,“The Slovak Republic has been
around for thousands of years, and yet right now they are in the process
of reinventing themselves. I was so impressed with the people and how
proud they were of their country, that I looked at the Fulbright listings
to see if there might be any openings.”

Dr. Brulle found an opening of interest—he will be teaching college

the Fulbright Future

Learn where Wheaton’s 

three Fulbright Scholarship 

recipients are headed 

next year, and what 

they hope to accomplish.

by Katherine Halberstadt Anderson ’90

unlike

Dr. Andrew Brulle
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Through these experiences, he says his eyes were opened on many
levels—to the German secondary education system, to a European 
and more global mindset, as well as to a “different brand of student.”

In the future, Ethan plans to pursue a doctorate in Central 
European Studies and hopes to one day become a professor at the
university level.

And, as Fulbright had intended, Ethan and the others will return 
not just with new research and fresh experiences, they will also be able
to view the world through a more international lens. Ethan says,
“Being immersed in another culture . . . you’re learning a new way 
of looking at life, while at the same time realizing that cultural
differences are only the backdrops of our day-to-day lives and not 
what defines us as humans.”

Christian chose Chile for two reasons: first, he wanted to 
relearn and use the Spanish he studied growing up in Aurora, Illinois;
and second, the country’s recently elected president has voiced 
concern about the disappearing indigenous groups.

He says,“I want to find out whether [this bilingual, intercultural
education] program is working . . . I’d also like to see if these ideas
might be something that will work for us in this country.”

After graduation from Wheaton, Christian spent time teaching high
school in Tanzania on a HNGR internship. He says the experience
piqued his interest in national education policy, and this semester he’s
been studying how the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank affected school and education policy in Tanzania. He explains,
“There, things that were originally valued aren’t being passed down . . .
instead they are trying to mimic the lifestyle we have in the West.”

Before he leaves for Chile, Christian will teach high-school science
classes at a private Christian school in New Mexico that’s been making
a difference within the Native American community.

Someone who likes to think about the big picture, he believes that
especially in this country, people need to be asking and actively
searching for answers to the question:“As cultures come into increasing
contact, how will we be able to maintain the distinctives that God has
placed in each culture?”

of Christian’s Fulbright research proposal
impressed Assistant Professor of Political Science Dr. Leah Seppanen
Anderson ’95,Wheaton’s undergraduate faculty advisor for the
program and a Fulbright recipient herself, as did the language skills of
recent graduate, Ethan Arrow ’06, who will travel on scholarship to
Germany from September through June.

Dr.Anderson explains that the scholarships can be awarded for
university lecturing, advanced research, graduate study, and teaching in
elementary or secondary schools.While Christian will be doing
graduate research full time, Ethan’s scholarship involves working as a
foreign language teaching assistant at a high school in Düsseldorf.“I
will be assisting the teacher by using American history, or literature, or
British literature to teach the language,” he says, noting that while
there, he will also be studying at Heinrich Heine University,
researching topics in international education.

What’s especially fascinating about Ethan is that prior to coming to
Wheaton, he had no German language experience at all. He says,“I
was just looking for a minor, and at the time, German was the second
most used language in the European Union.”

Now a graduate student at Middlebury College in Vermont, Ethan
has since traveled to many parts of Germany both by himself and with
his parents, spent a summer there with the Wheaton in Germany
program, and also studied in Berlin for a semester while completing an
internship at a school for disabled children in Berlin.

Christian Hunter ’05 (left) 
and Ethan Arrow ’06
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t a luxury hotel in
a small, Central
American country,

palm trees line the circular drive.The lobby floor is inlaid marble, brown
and gold. On the carved wood reception desk and tables around the
room are vases filled with huge bouquets of flowers, fuchsia orchids and
orange birds of paradise.

The large clock above the reception desk is reminiscent of a grand
train station, and the Roman numerals and the black hands on 
this clock are of particular interest to me. My husband and I sit down

families
The seventh in a series
focusing on issues faced 
by Wheaton families 
in today’s complex world.

W H E A T O N

A
by Jennifer Grant ’89

The rate of couples who adopt internationally has doubled in

recent years. One alumna shares the story of how her family grew

from three children to four within nine months time—but after

two trips to Central America instead of one to the local hospital.

No Less My Child
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on a sofa, then stand, and then sit again. People enter the lobby from
elevators or the adjacent restaurants. Others enter the hotel from the
street. It is these people we scrutinize, backlit by the bright morning
sun.Those pushing a stroller or holding a baby make our hearts
quicken: we are waiting to meet a baby who both is, and is not yet,
our daughter.

We’d arrived from Wheaton the night before, leaving our children,
ages 6, 4, and 3, behind with grandparents. It was dark when we arrived
and our quick taxi ride from the airport left us with few impressions 
of the city.We went straight up to our room, ordered a meal, and waited
the last long night to meet our baby. It was November of 2002.

In May of that year, I’d had an experience I can only describe as
mystical. I was sitting in church with my husband and children 
when I received a message, silent and wordless but somehow fixed in
words. It entered my mind as a quiet announcement. It was spoken
slowly and calmly, yet not exactly spoken at all.

Parents and godparents stood holding babies at the front of the
church.They were proud, nervous, obviously affected by the occasion.
The flames atop the candles flickered.The liturgy was read.The babies
were dressed all in white.The water fell against their little heads and was
gently patted dry with a crisp linen towel.

You’ll be up there again with your baby.

Jennifer Grant ’89 and her daughter, Mia
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My baby? I responded silently. My little three have already been
brought as infants to the altar. It’s a sacrament; it doesn’t happen twice.
My daughter’s gown, trimmed in eyelet and satin ribbon, still hangs 
in her closet.

We had already stood with our friends and our family and handed
each baby, in almost perfect two-year intervals, over to the priest.

You’ll be up there again with your baby.
I knew somehow in that word-filled, wordless moment, that our next

baby wouldn’t come to us the way the others had. I wouldn’t mark 
off the weeks on the calendar, go monthly to the doctor so she could
measure my growing belly and listen for the heartbeat. My husband and
I wouldn’t find ourselves yet again at the hospital, in a flurry of
fluorescent lights and medical instruments, as my little one came into
the world. In fact, I wouldn’t be anywhere near her when this baby
grew in her mother’s body and made her entrance into human history.

And this baby would be no less, and no more, my own than the
others are.

That Sunday afternoon after church, my husband and I sat cross-legged
on our bed as the children napped and played.We both knew that we
were to become parents again, this time by adoption. My husband’s heart
had been broken more than once on business trips to India.The sight 
of street children with their hands out, begging for just a few pennies,
made a terrible contrast with the way his children lived.

A few nights later, we went to a nearby adoption agency, Sunny
Ridge Family Center, and attended a meeting for prospective adoptive
parents.And over the summer, we met with a social worker, gathered
legal documents and recommendations, were fingerprinted, and made
our way through the labyrinthine home study process. In August,
we received a referral—medical reports and a picture of a baby girl in
Guatemala. She was in foster care outside of Guatemala City and 
the agency called her “Maria Antonia.”

aria Antonia was older than the other children eligible for
adoption by our agency. Her file had been set aside for several
months because the agency couldn’t locate her birthmother. Her

birthmother needed to be easily accessible and had to meet with a social
worker, undergo DNA testing to establish maternity, and sign papers.
A few days before our adoption paperwork was complete in Wheaton,
her birthmother resurfaced in Guatemala City. She contacted the agency
and said she was ready to proceed with the adoption.The timing, in
terms of bringing our family together, was perfect.

The agency was hopeful that she would be home by Christmas or, at
worst, by her birthday in February. People warned me that the wait
would be excruciating, but somehow the pain of it took me by surprise,
again and again.

Every day I prayed that I’d hear that the Guatemalan court had
approved her adoption and we could travel to bring her home. I went
through my usual routines—packing backpacks, dropping my first-
grader off at school, going to the grocery store, the library, and the post

M
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By November, we knew that little Maria Antonia—whom we’d decided
to name “Mia”—wouldn’t be home for Christmas.We were far enough
along in the process to be allowed a visit and that is how we found
ourselves waiting that sunny autumn morning in the lobby of the Westin
Camino Real in Guatemala City, amidst the tourists and tropical flowers.

Finally, about a half hour later than expected, I saw Mia. She was nine
months old. Her foster mother carried her into the lobby. Mia wore 
a lime green dress with a green ribbon sash and a matching hat. Her 
big black eyes were wide and unblinking. Only much later would 
I understand that glazed look as her response to unfamiliar people and
environments. Upstairs in our room, I changed her into an outfit we’d
brought and found layers of clothes under the green dress. I was pleased
at her evident health and security.We walked with her around the
grounds of the hotel on both days we were with her, took her to the
restaurants, and delighted in her peaceful, happy personality.And then,
too soon, it was time to leave. Five months later we would be back 
to bring her home.

few weeks ago, we marked Mia’s three-year homecoming
anniversary. She is now 4, a little girl whose fearlessness, tender
heart, and humor delight me every day.The time she has been

home has not been one mystical experience after another. Like my
older children, there are times when she tests limits or locks herself into
a stubborn mood. But, like them, she is so close to my heart that 
I cannot imagine life without her. I have no doubt that we were chosen
for each other.Together we are constructing a life, as mother and
daughter, one day at a time.

office with my younger children.At home again, I’d check our phone
messages and hurry to my desk to check e-mail before unloading 
the bags. I was hungry for snippets of news from the agency about my
faraway baby.

By afternoon, my cheerful, productive mood began to feel forced.
My children asked when their sister was coming home.The sun lowered
itself behind the neighbors’ houses; evening came. My husband returned
from work.We ate dinner; the children had baths and books and went to
bed. By nightfall, disappointment had settled on my heart like a boulder.

I missed a daughter I didn’t yet know. I wanted to be done with the
suspense, the middle-of-the-night questioning, silent and obsessive:
How will she adjust? Will she be healthy? Will she be able to accept the love
we have for her or will she be locked in grief over all she’s lost? Will her racial
difference matter? (To her? To us? To those around us?) Will I know how to
parent four children at once? Will everything be all right?

I waited for her as long as I waited for my other children: about nine
months. But the nine months of pregnancy is reliable, give or take a few
weeks, and when I was waiting for the adoption to be finalized, I heard
stories of adoptions getting caught up in red tape and being drawn out
for years. I tried to push them out of my mind, but when I learned of
yet another glitch in our process, I worried. Adoption laws were
changing in Guatemala and the courts closed for several weeks so that
the new laws could be understood.A worker’s strike prevented 
some of our documents from getting where they needed to be 
on a certain day.The Christmas holidays pushed us back several weeks.
A document with a smudged signature had to be replaced. A judge who
was handling our case moved to a new job.

familiesW H E A T O N

The Grant-Funck children: Mia, Isabel, Theo, and Ian. Jennifer’s husband is David Funck ’88.
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WHEATONa word with alum n i

Alumni Association

President

Robert D. Dye ’73 

President-elect

Matthew C. Hsieh ’93 

Past President

Charles V. Hogren ’58 

Executive Director

Cindra Stackhouse Taetzsch ’82 

Professor Emeritus

LeRoy H. Pfund ’49 

Alumni Trustee

Representatives

Robert. D. Dye ’73 

Charles V. Hogren ’58 

Matthew C. Hsieh ’93 

Board of Directors

Serving through 2007

Jan Renich Barger ’69 

Gary L. Campbell, MA ’02 

Paul D. Elsen ’71 

Mary Beth Willson Elsen ’71 

Jenai Davis Jenkins ’89 

David W. Salstrom ’53

Lola Olateju ’05 

Serving through 2008

Sally Lynch Brinks ’60 

Jennifer Brown Brown ’99 

Stephen P. Dill ’72 

Deborah Bartelt Penner ’72 

Marilyn Carnett Spradley ’65

Mark Dillon and

Cindra Stackhouse

Taetzsch ’82

C. S. Lewis called friendship,“the greatest of

worldly goods” and “the chief happiness of life.”

Many Wheaton alumni would agree with this, not

only as they remember good times with friends

during college days, but also as they continue to

enjoy these friendships throughout their lives.

I am pleased to introduce Wheaton’s new director of alumni relations/executive

director of the Alumni Association, Cindra Stackhouse Taetzsch ’82. Having served

as associate director 1992-1996, Cindra knows the value of friendships forged

among alumni. She brings not only knowledge of the Wheaton alumni family to

her role, but most importantly, she brings what can’t be fabricated—a passion for

alumni and an understanding of the strength of their bonds. (She did, after all, marry

her best friend at Wheaton, Daniel ’81!) 

After reviewing many applications and interviewing several strong candidates, a

Search Committee consisting of alumni representatives unanimously recommended

Cindra, concluding a national search that began in January of this year.

Committed to listening to and learning from each alumnus, Cindra wants to

ensure that everyone has an avenue for meaningful participation in the life of the

College—whether through reunions, the online community,Wheaton Club

programs, alumni tours, or simply by reading the pages of Wheaton magazine.

Please be sure to let us know how we can best partner with you—by reconnecting

you with old friends; helping you forge new friendships in an unfamiliar city;

assisting with your job search; or by keeping you apprised of the many lectures,

concerts, and programs available through the College.

I am confident that under Cindra’s direction, the Alumni Association will 

markedly advance in deepening the ties between the College and all of its alumni.

Mark Dillon, Vice President for Advancement and Alumni Relations

Christopher ’78 and Linda Rensink Perciante ’77   Western States Representatives

Donald Amsler ’58 1950s Representative

Egil Anderson ’61 1960s Representative

Deborah Bartelt Penner ’72 1970s Representative

Timothy Stoner ’82 1980s Representative

Adonya Seldon Little ’90 1990s Representative

the votes are in

Congratulations to

our new Alumni

Association directors.  

Here are your choices 

from the election:
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ALUMNI DIRECTOR
m e e t  w h e a t o n ’s  n e w

Let’s start with the question everyone will most likely have to ask at some point:

How do you pronounce your last name?

It’s a German name—just one syllable—pronounced “Taych.” It rhymes
with “h.”

What are some of your fondest Wheaton memories?

Many of my favorite memories include my husband, Daniel ’81, whom 
I met two months after I transferred to Wheaton as a sophomore.
We were performing in a Homecoming concert—I was in Concert
Choir and he was in the Men’s Glee Club—and a mutual friend
introduced us.We started dating in the spring of 1980, and we’ve been
together ever since.

For two years, I was also fortunate to have my brother, John M.A. ’82,
and my sister, Jayne ’83, M.A. ’86, on campus with me.

Academically, the classes I most enjoyed were in my communications
major. In fact, a few professors were so influential that even now, hardly a
day goes by when I don’t use something I learned from Dr. Em Griffin,
Dr. Jim Young, or Miss Eleanor Paulson ’47.

How have you stayed connected with Wheaton over the years?

Before beginning as associate director in 1992, my main connection was
through reunions and the Wheaton magazine. I traveled from New Jersey
for my 5th reunion, from Texas for my 10th, and lived nearby for 
my 15th and 20th. I also have strong family ties to the College—my three
siblings, three brothers-in-law, one sister-in-law, two nephews, and one
niece are all “Wheaties.”

Tell us a little about your previous work experience.

My first full-time job out of Wheaton was as a training coordinator for 
a “Big 8” accounting firm in Manhattan.When we moved to Austin,
Texas, I worked as a legislative assistant to a lobbyist at an international law
firm.There, I learned a great deal about the value of diplomacy.

Of course, my four years as associate director of alumni relations 
at Wheaton were the best training ground for this job. I never imagined
God would call me back as director of alumni relations, but I’m 
thrilled to be here.

What project/event are you most enthusiastic about? 

If I had to pick one, I’d choose the possibilities of the Web.We look
forward to keeping alumni informed of campus news as it’s happening.
But I also look forward to simply meeting alumni—Wheaton people
always have interesting stories to tell!  

Please join us in welcoming 
Cindra Stackhouse Taetzsch ’82 
as Wheaton’s new director of
alumni relations/executive director
of the Alumni Association.Though
she’s been serving as interim
director since January, many alumni
haven’t had the chance to meet
Cindra, which is why we’ve asked
her a few questions about her
experience, and why she’s
enthusiastic about her new role.
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Stay Connected
Whether you are a recent graduate or a
long-time Wheatonite, you can join
other alumni and friends when a
Wheaton Club meets in your area.

For more information about a

Wheaton Club in your area, please
contact the  Alumni Relations Office at
630.752.5047 or clubs@wheaton.edu.
For an up-to-date listing of 
Wheaton Club events, please visit
www.wheatonalumni.org/clubs.

W H E A T O N 3 3

Los Angeles, left

Dr. Jill Lederhouse ’75, professor of education, spoke 

at the Los Angeles Club event in March. Pictured with her

are Jennifer Abe-Kim ’85 and her daughters.

Austin, below

Alumni in Austin, Texas, enjoyed watching the Round

Rock Express minor-league baseball team courtesy of Jay

Miller ’81, president and general manager of the team.

13,447. . .13,448. . .13,449. . .13,450 members and counting
Did you know that 13,447 alumni belong to the Alumni Online Community? 

Join today and take advantage of these resources:

Submit a note about what you’re doing now

Add a recent photo to your directory profile

Update your contact information

Set up a Wheaton College e-mail forwarding address 

(e.g., yourname@wheatonalumni.org)

Post your résumé

View job opportunities

Connect with a career mentor

And much more… 

The Alumni Online Community is a great way to stay connected

with Wheaton and with each other. Take a moment to JOIN

NOW by visiting www.wheatonalumni.org. 

Come work with us

Make a difference in the lives of
Wheaton alumni.

Wheaton College is accepting
applications for the position of Director
of Alumni Programs. Reporting to the
Director of Alumni Relations, this
position has supervisory responsibility
for alumni programs (including
reunions,Wheaton clubs, travel, and
alumni communication) and staff.

If you love Wheaton College, have
excellent interpersonal and
organizational skills, and enjoy the
challenge of handling multiple 
tasks simultaneously in a fast-paced
environment, please apply at
www.wheaton.edu/HR/.

What’s been on Dr. Mark Noll’s mind?

During Alumni Weekend, Dr. Mark Noll ’68, Carolyn and Fred McManis Professor of

Christian Thought, presented a lecture titled, “An Informal Intellectual History of

Wheaton College, 1946-2006.” For more information on how you can listen to this lec-

ture on DVD or CD,  or through RealAudio, Windows Media, or MP3 download, contact

Media Resources, 630-752-5061, or visit www.wheaton.edu/wetn/.
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fter attending a conference
where I met with alumni

relations professionals from colleges around
the country, I realized why Wheaton
reunions truly are unique.Wheaton enjoys a
strong and enduring bond between the
College and its alumni because of the long-
standing spiritual focus, For Christ and His
Kingdom. During reunion weekends, we
celebrate this special bond.

We are thankful for the alumni who
served on their class reunion committees for
Alumni Weekend.A special thanks to the
committee chairs:

1936 Frank Miller, Harold and Rhoda McKenzie

1941 Howard and Gabrielle White

1946 Rachel Benson Carlson, Carol Hermansen 

Erickson, and Marj Ward Warner 

1951 Bud Knoedler and MeMe Vasen Lemke

1956 Bob and Carolyn Comfort Weeldreyer, and 

Dorothy Paetel Roderick

1961 Jerry and Corinne Olson Allen

1966 Terry Spangler and Carol Savage Plueddemann

1971 Jan Nekola Watson and John Westra

1976 Steve Posegate

We are blessed and appreciate the active role
Wheaton alumni play in the life of the
College—past, present, and future.

Laura Needs ’97, Reunions Coordinator

9

10

8

A

Alumni Weekend photo album

1 Ruth Beam ’56 and Carol Egeland Hansen ’56 pose for a

photo during their 50th reunion.  2 Alyce McIhany Hire ’56

and Carol Engman Seaton ’56 joined in the festivities of their

50th reunion.  3 Peggy Kennedy Schneider ’56 and Peggy

Dyrness Weston ’56 review photos with a friend. 4 Professor

Emeritus Lee Pfund ’49 greets  Wheaton alumni after the

Celebration Luncheon.  5 Ted and Donna Larson Loy ’61,

Gloria Pechar, Theodora M.A. ’62 and Dr. Jack Robinson

’58, M.Div. ’63 pose for a photo in front of Soderquist Plaza.

6 Former Wheaton first lady, Miriam Bailey Armerding ’42.

7 President Duane Litfin welcomes 600 alumni and guests

at the Celebration Luncheon. 8 Alumni, friends, and family

enjoy a beautiful morning for a punch reception outside the

Sports and Recreation Complex.  9 Twin sisters Betty Stam

Erickson ’51 (far left) and Marion Stam Sunden ’51 visit with

Liz (Swanson) ’58 and Tom Young ’56.  10 Memorabilia was

displayed during the Class of ’56 50th reunion. 
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Find out how Jack

Wells ’56 is using

his faith to make a

difference in Florida’s

public schools.

Imagine these scenarios:  a public school teacher

moving from desk to desk during class, silently

praying for each child . . . a public school princi-

pal joining with teachers before school to pray

corporately for the school day . . . an administrator

inviting principals and teachers to a prayer meet-

ing held on school grounds. 

For Jack Wells ’56, the issue of prayer in

schools is not simply the substance of dreams or

fodder for a political debate—it’s vital to the

Florida school district that he has been involved

with for years. Although now retired, as a college

coach he recruited athletes from the public

schools for 15 years. 

Recognizing discouragement among seasoned

teachers, many who were seeking new positions

after just weeks of teaching, Jack felt God was

leading him to help change the situation.

“A teacher told me one day that she was sure

she was the only Christian in her school,” says

Jack. “I was determined to learn whether or not

this was true.”

What he discovered surprised him. More than

25 teachers in that school professed a faith in

Christ. In 1992, he decided to bring these individu-

als together to form a prayer group, and out of this

first meeting, SchooLife was born. 

Part of the nonprofit Network of Christian

Ministries, SchooLife has established faculty

prayer groups in nearly all of the 165 schools in

Palm Beach County, the ninth largest district in

the country. Jack tries to visit each of them at

least once during the school year, encouraging

and providing resources to the SchooLife coordi-

nator, a teacher or principal who facilitates the

prayer groups. He also organizes a monthly lun-

cheon for administrators and other school staff

members, which he says has opened a lot of doors

for the ministry. In the 2005-06 school year, Jack

says he identified more than 100 Christian princi-

pals in the county.

Although he hasn’t faced open opposition to 

“If My People Pray”
his ministry (the

groups pray either

before or after

school or during

breaks), Jack be-

lieves that he may

have received a

much better recep-

tion early on if he

had used the word

e n c o u r a g e m e n t

rather than prayer.

“When I’d go

into a school and

say I wanted to

start a prayer

group, I’d sense resistance,” Jack remembers.

“But when I’d call it an encouragement group, the

principal would say, ‘Boy, do we need encourage-

ment around here!’”

There are always a few educators each year

who don’t want Jack’s ministry to succeed, and he

notes, “They are always watching me.” But the

countless miracles resulting from these times of

prayer have fueled Jack’s passion.

“Once a teacher had an altercation with a stu-

dent and was encouraged by the SchooLife coordi-

nator to come to a meeting and pray for the stu-

dent,” he explains. “In one month, the boy made a

180-degree turn. His parents even came to the

school and asked if he had been put on medication

because his behavior was so different.” 

Although concentrated in Florida, SchooLife has

begun to expand into Texas and Connecticut and

has built ongoing relationships with Christian

Educators Association International (CEAI) and

Fellowship and Christian Encouragement (FACE),

which has over 1,100 teacher prayer groups in

every state except Hawaii. 

“People may have given up on the public

schools,” says Jack. “But God is still in the busi-

ness of making a difference there.”

4 0 A U T U M N 2 0 0 6

How to Start a Prayer

Group in Your School 

• Start praying. Find another

teacher, principal, or even a

friend outside the school

and pray together, asking

for insight into how to start

a group and bring in the

right people.

• Identify participants. Mark

the names of people in your

school directory that you

know are Christians (or

think may be) and then ask

these people if they know

other Christians in the

school.

• Encourage a prayer break

instead of a coffee break.

Get the group together to

decide when and how often

to meet. Some SchooLife

groups meet every day; most

meet once a week. 

• Talk to the principal. Let

the principal know what

you’re planning and that if

the group becomes a prob-

lem, you will stop meeting.

SchooLife has never had a

problem in 14 years.

by Amy Wolgemuth Bordoni

Jack Wells ’56
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mericans’ knowledge of Thailand is 

often limited to the offerings at the latest

Southeast Asian restaurant or the glossy photo

spread in a travel magazine.

But thanks to the efforts of Mark ’86 and Dana

Conner Ritchie ’86, many college students now

have the opportunity to explore the complexi-

ties of Thai culture and thereby gain further

insight into their own. Bordered by the Gulf of

Thailand and the Andaman Sea, Thailand is

nearly 200,000 square miles of both mountain

and lowland—westernized, and yet steeped in

Eastern  tradition.

In 1985 Mark and Dana each traveled there fol-

lowing their internships with Wheaton’s HNGR

(Human Needs and Global Resources) program in

Nepal and the Philippines, respectively. They

went back in 1989 to study the Thai language;

Mark completed Fulbright studies in 1992; and the

couple returned permanently in 1996 “with the

goal of being salt and light.” 

Two years later, while teaching and consulting

for a number of international development organi-

zations, Mark was approached by Kalamazoo

College—premier in the U.S. for its study-abroad

programs—and asked to develop a new program

focused on sustainable development and experi-

ential learning. The result was the International

Sustainable Development Studies Institute

(ISDSI), which Mark describes as a legacy of

HNGR. Originally operating at Chang Mai

University, ISDSI has now realized its goal of

being an independent institution that can partner

with any university in Thailand, as well as col-

leges and universities in the U.S. In fact, ISDSI

has served as a host for HNGR interns since 2005,

in addition to hosting Wheaton’s May in Asia

summer study program in 2006. 

Named as one of three best practice programs

From West to East a

As the executive director of the International Sustainable Development

Studies Institute and a professor of sociology in Chang Mai, 

Thailand, Mark Ritchie ’86 shows his students how one nation can 

be a microcosm for observing the effects of globalization on 

societies around the world.

Mark Ritchie ’86 leads a discussion

between students and survivors of the

tsunami during an ISDSI course. 

by the Institute of International Education in 2005,

ISDSI offers unique “Expedition Field Courses”

that bring students face to face with human rights

issues, the effects of urbanization, the preserva-

tion of natural resources, various economic sys-

tems, the different ecologies of the islands and

the coastlands, and more.

“It’s exciting to have Wheaton students engage

the whole faith and learning issue in a supportive

environment where they are dealing with some of

the most difficult issues out there,” says Mark.

“What you can observe in Thailand are all of the

challenges and struggles of globalization in one

country.” He adds that programs like HNGR and

ISDSI allow those who might not be aware of

injustice and structural inequality in the United

States to remove their cultural blinders. 

“Once you see those things in someone else’s

country and culture, when you return home, 

you can’t help but see them there, too. For some

students it’s the first time that they have to stop,

think, and evaluate what’s also happening in their

country.”

Mark and Dana enjoy close friendships with

many Thai and tribal peoples, as well as interna-

tional residents from a variety of countries. They

hope that their two daughters, Lydia, 5, and

Miriam, 8, will appropriate an understanding of

how vast and diverse the world is from their expe-

rience growing up overseas.

Adds Mark, “When people ask me if I ever

want to come back to the U.S. to teach, I’m

reminded of the days I am able to go out and do a

coral reef study, teach about mangrove ecology

while sea kayaking, or run a course in tribal 

villages and see students transformed by their

experience. . . . I wouldn’t want to trade those

opportunities for only teaching in a traditional

classroom.”

by Jessica L. Allen
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from left: Steve Hoke ’71, M.A. ’72, 
Tom Keppeler M.A. ’84, Rachael Montes ’02, 
Denny Gradin M.A.’77, Debbie Allport Booze ’87, Bill O’Byrne ’84, Alex Galloway ’91, Julie
Shorey Hederstedt ’81 and Roger Hederstedt ’80, 
John Piper ’68 and Noel Henry Piper ’69.

reunion class 1900

alumni newsalumni news

by Katherine Halberstadt Anderson ’90an   ncommon Teacher

Thanks to 

Beth Bauer ’94,

Wheaton’s

Community

School of the

Arts now

offers piano

lessons to

children with

special needs. 

PRO
FIL

E
safe and accepted, in addition to teaching each to play. But

parents report that the benefits are more far-reaching. 

Debbie says piano lessons have developed Christy’s

speech and reading. For Spencer Hua, 7, who has autism,

playing piano has improved his motor skills, and even

helped him forge friendships. Says his father, Tom, “It’s

become a routine for him to play the piano for his class-

mates in school every Friday. He’s very proud to be able to

do it, and it makes the other kids gravitate toward him.”

Often the most rewarding moments for both the students

and their teacher are the recitals. Says Beth, “The recogni-

tion these kids get from their non-disabled peers is amaz-

ing. There is not a dry eye in the room.” 

Christy Kosirog, 9, plays with enthusiastic concentration during her piano

lesson with teacher, Beth Bauer ’94.

The youngest of five children, nine-year-old Christy, who

has Down syndrome, used to sit at the piano and pretend to

play like her brothers and sisters. Then her mother, Debbie

Kosirog, met Beth Bauer ’94, and now Christy doesn’t have

to pretend—she’s playing songs on her own. 

For the last two years, Christy has been learning piano per-

formance and theory through teaching methods that incorpo-

rate games, color-coding, flashcards, and lots of high-fives.

It’s not your traditional piano lesson, but part of a ground-

breaking program offered through Wheaton’s Community

School of the Arts for children with special needs.

“There are a lot of people in music therapy, but I’m actu-

ally teaching these students how to play an instrument,”

explains Beth.

A music major at Wheaton, she began teaching piano

lessons for children with special needs when a neighbor

asked if she would teach her child with Down syndrome.

When multiple arm surgeries kept her from a performance

career, she went on to earn her doctorate in music educa-

tion with a minor in special education.

A bit of a rebel at heart, Beth has always enjoyed chal-

lenging people’s assumptions. “When someone tells me I

can’t, I like to prove that person wrong,” she says. This atti-

tude has served her well in her chosen field, where little

research or written information exists and experienced

teachers are “very few,” according to the Music Teachers

National Association.

To complete the dissertation for her doctorate from

Indiana University, Beth researched and developed an

approach to teaching piano to children with Down syn-

drome that she has since adapted for children with autism,

ADD, Fragile X syndrome, dyslexia, and ADHD.

Jody Grandlienard, director of the school, first brought

Beth back to Wheaton to help faculty struggling with how

to teach children with ADD, ADHD, and dyslexia. In the

meantime, Jody had been receiving calls from parents of

special needs children, looking for teachers. Until Beth

came, the closest programs were in Chicago.

“It’s been nice to be able to launch something that

serves our community better,” says Jody, who adds, “Beth

has such a magnetic personality . . . the way she engages

the children with her eyes and with her voice is a beautiful

thing to behold.”

Beth’s students include those with special needs as well

as those without. Her goals include making each child feel

U
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A coast-to-

coast bike ride 

teaches one

alumnus lessons

on enjoying 

life’s journey.  

hosts faith-based bicycle tours, and by chance

his riding partner was fellow Wheaton alumnus

Larry Entwistle  ’61.They left northern San Diego

on March 25, covering about 75 miles each day

as they biked a southern route through Phoenix

(where Andy reunited with pastor and close

friend Keith Bethel ’82); Dallas; and Jackson,

Mississippi. On May 3, the companions complet-

ed the final eight miles to St. Simon Island,

Georgia, where they also met up with police offi-

cer and former classmate, Greg Post ’82. 

“The trip was everything I thought it would be,

and a whole lot more,” Andy says, referencing

Ephesians 3:20. “It was God doing more than I

could ever imagine.”

Prior to the journey he trained for two months

(and invested in a “comfy” bike seat).“I felt sore

at times,” Andy recalls, “but there were no days

when I thought, ‘I can’t get on that bike again.’”

One particularly challenging day he faced a

16-mile, entirely uphill climb coming out of

Alamogordo, New Mexico. “You set your mind on

it and say, ‘I’m going to enjoy every pedal,’” says

Andy, who completed the ascent in about two

hours. Biking through days of rain required the

same mentality. “I learned a lot about appreciat-

ing life’s challenges,” he notes. “I thought, ‘I’m

going to enjoy that rain.’” 

Yet in spite of a few gloomy days, Andy says

he truly took in the “serenity of the countryside”

in each state, marveling at everything from the

beauty of the desert sand to the majesty of the

forests in Alabama. “What an awesome artist

God is,” he says.

Andy adds the experience taught him about

perseverance and bringing joy into even adverse

circumstances. Many days were good days,

such as the 25-mile-per-hour tailwind that

allowed him to cover 60 miles of New Mexico

desert in two hours and 15 minutes. But other

days had their adversities.

“You make comparisons and analogies as you

are riding,” he says. “The God that gives you the

tailwind is the same God that lets it rain on you,

or gives you the crosswind that tries to knock

you over.”

Observes Andy, “Circumstances in life can be

adverse, but you’ve got to find joy in whatever

you are going through.”

A blog of Andy Krumsieg’s 

journey can be found at

www.stlouisjubileeride.com.

biga             wheel
by Jeremy Weber ’05

It’s a warm spring day, and Andy Krumsieg ’82

hopes he can find time to take a weekend bike

ride—not an unusual excursion for a Friday

afternoon . . . unless, like Andy, you just finished

bicycling 2,600 miles from coast to coast the day

before.

Andy’s 40-day journey fulfilled a lifelong

dream of biking across the United States, but it

also helped celebrate 20 years of urban ministry

with his wife, Debbie Dix Krumsieg ’84, serving

as a sabbatical of sorts from Jubilee Community

Church in St. Louis, while raising over $20,000 for

a new ministry building.

The oldest of 11 siblings, Andy rode his bike

frequently as a child because his parents

couldn’t drive the entire family everywhere

they needed to go. Bicycling turned into a form

of exercise later in life, and this year, with 

46-year-old Andy nearing the half-century

mark, the time was right to fulfill his dream.

Andy rode with Wandering Wheels, which
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Hallelujahs

Celebrate Life of

Wheaton’s

Former “First

Lady ”

Perhaps that’s why it seemed fitting when 
the entire congregation stood, filling the sanctuary of College Church with a swell 
of “Hallelujahs,” at the close of the July memorial service for Wheaton’s former first lady,
Miriam Bailey Armerding ’42.

A trained soloist, piano teacher, choir director, mother of five, and wife of Dr. Hudson
Armerding ’41 (Wheaton’s president from 1965-1982), Miriam, 86, led a life filled with
family and with song.

“Music gave her a way of expressing emotion, a way of expressing devotion to God,”
said her son, Jonathan ’79 in an interview with The Daily Herald.

That she has passed this passion down to the next generations was evident throughout
the service, where Jonathan played the violin accompanied on the piano by sister Mimi
Swisher R.N. ’76; and Miriam’s granddaughter,Allison, performed a vocal piece that Miriam
loved, accompanied on piano by her aunt, Carreen Smith ’68.

Miriam came to Wheaton in 1937 and graduated with a bachelor’s degree in music
education. She and Hudson met at Wheaton while he was on leave from the Navy, and the
couple married on December 26, 1944. Miriam later taught at both Wheaton’s Conservatory
of Music and at Gordon College in Wenham, Massachusetts, where Hudson served as dean.

Together, they raised five children, four of whom attended Wheaton College.At the
memorial, Miriam’s son,Taylor ’70, read a tribute written in the form of a letter to his
mother. In it, he spoke of his mother’s beautiful voice and gregarious nature, as well as the
many lessons he learned from her. He said,“You taught me that if something isn’t done
right, it isn’t worth doing.You taught me that if coffee isn’t hot, it definitely isn’t worth
drinking.You taught me to listen to the sound of birds calling, of a stream flowing, of rain
falling.You taught me to look at how many different shades of green there are in spring . . .
And, of course, you surrounded us with music.”

Friends and family also spoke of Miriam’s love of the natural world—especially birds and
flowers—and of her unfailing hospitality.

As president of the Wheaton College Women’s Club, she led a weekly Bible study and
prayer group for faculty women. She was also a past president of the Women’s Fellowship 
of the National Association of Evangelicals.

An active member of College Church, Miriam sang in the choir and was a regular
soloist. She also gave piano lessons for years, continuing even after she and Hudson retired 
to Quarryville, Pennsylvania.There she directed the choir of the Quarryville Presbyterian
Retirement Community for several years.

Speaking for the Wheaton College community, President Duane Litfin said,“We 
give thanks for the life of Miriam Armderding and for the many ways she blessed us, with 
her joy, her faithfulness, and her love for Jesus Christ, her family, and for us all.”

Miriam is survived by her husband, 5 children, 18 grandchildren, and 2 great-grandchildren.

alumni news

f ew works of music extol

the power and majesty of 

our Lord quite like 

the “Hallelujah Chorus”

from Handel’s Messiah.

by Katherine Halberstadt Anderson ’90
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Dr. Leland Ryken, Kilby Chair of English
Translating Truth 
(Crossway, 2005)
An examination of translating philosophy
that advocates essentially literal Bible
translation, addresses what constitutes
“good” translation, and clarifies common
myths about word-for-word translations.

Dr. Earle E. Cairns, professor of history
emeritus
Preach the Word!
(Xulon Press, 2005)
A resource on biblical exposition 
that instructs from a textual or
biographical perspective and offers
insights on expository preaching.

Dr. Scottie May, assistant professor of
Christian formation and ministry
Children Matter
(Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2005)
An evaluation of children’s ministry and
spirituality that offers practical advice for
developing effective ministries for the
youngest members of the faith
community.

Dr. Edith Blumhofer, director and professor
of the Institute for the Study of
American Evangelicals
Sing Them Over Again to Me
(University of Alabama Press, 2006)
A study of the importance of Protestant
hymns in defining American religion 
and shaping attitudes about race, class,
gender, economic life, politics, and
society (co-edited with Dr. Mark Noll).

Dr. Mark R. Talbot, associate professor of
philosophy
Personal Identity in Theological Perspective 
(Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2006)
An exploration of the nature of
humanity as it is revealed and
contextualized by theological and
anthropological interpretations.

Dr. Roger Lundin, Blanchard Chair of
English
From Nature to Experience 
(Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, 2005)
A reflection on the growth and develop-
ment of pragmatism within American
culture, and its literary, historical,
philosophical, and theological influences.

Recommended Reading from

Wheaton’s faculty

Although the primary role of a Wheaton

professor is that of teacher, our faculty

members regularly conduct individual

research and publish books and articles. 

Here are some of the more recent books.

Dictionary for Theological

Interpretation of the Bible 

(Baker Book House, 2005)

Assistant professor of biblical and

theological studies, Dr. Daniel J.

Treier, serves as an associate edi-

tor to this collection of essays that

includes contributions from fellow

Wheaton colleagues Drs. Vincent

Bacote, Bruce Ellis Benson, Daniel

Block, Andrew Hill, Jon Laansma,

David Lauber, Mark Noll, Robert

O’Connor, Nicholas Perrin, Leland

Ryken, Richard Schultz, Stephen

Spencer, and John Walton. This

comprehensive resource covers 

a variety of theological themes,

interpretations, movements, ter-

minologies, and reflections on

Scripture. 

Order Dictionary for Theological

Interpretation of the Bible and any

other faculty books from the

Wheaton College Bookstore: on the

Web, www.wheatonbooks.com;

by phone, 630.752.5119; or by writ-

ing, Wheaton College Bookstore,

501 College Ave., Wheaton, IL 60187.
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Theological Seminary, reminds us.This
was certainly true for that older artist I
met, as well as for so many others who
lay their experiences with pain and
suffering before a merciful and gracious
God, who identifies with us and stands
with us in our suffering; who also
conveys our worth not in what we do
or even what we make of our struggles,
but in who we are in Christ.

what is now referred to as
Bipolar Disorder, a mental
illness characterized by
extreme mood swings of
mania and depression. His
symptoms had crippled
him emotionally and
were having a devastating
effect on his most
important relationships.
He spoke of how Lithium was a
“godsend” to him when it was first
introduced as a treatment option.There
was no romanticizing of mental illness
for this man.

There were other artists in attendance
who shared their experiences with mild
symptoms, such as hypomania, that gave
them increased energy, focus, insight,
and productivity. Some chose not to
address their symptoms, and some might
have been tempted to romanticize the
association with their creative endeavors,
primarily because they experienced
benefits and few drawbacks in the
overall context of their work as artists.

But individuals and families who
suffer from serious mental illness know
that it is nothing to romanticize.
Rather, it is another of the many
reflections of our fallen condition. It is
“not the way it’s supposed to be” as 
Dr. Neal Plantinga, president of Calvin

by Dr. Mark A. Yarhouse, M.A. ’93, M.A. ’97, Psy.D. ’98

Mark A. Yarhouse M.A. ’93, M.A. ’97, 

Psy.D. ’98 is a licensed clinical psycholo-

gist and professor of psychology at Regent

University. He is coauthor (with Wheaton

faculty Richard Butman and Barrett McRay)

of Modern Psychopathologies: A

Comprehensive Christian Appraisal

(InterVarsity Press). He and his wife, Lori,

and their three children, Lynnea, 

Peter, and Celia (and their dog, Bear) live 

in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

WHEATONp u b l i s h e d  a l u m n i

T
here is a tendency in certain

circles to romanticize mental illness. I
think there was some of this in the
powerful movie A Beautiful Mind. We
also see a history of this within the art
and music subcultures, through the
biographical studies of creativity and
mental illness that have been conducted
on great artists like Vincent van Gogh
and Ludwig von Beethoven. Setting
aside the supposed link between
creativity and psycho-pathology, it is
tempting to find a way to romanticize
mental illness, but this is difficult to do
when it touches you or your family
personally.

I was reminded of this a few years ago
when I was asked to speak at an annual
Christians in the Visual Arts conference
on the topic of  “creativity and mental
illness.” I reviewed the literature
supporting and challenging the
relationship between the two. I also
shared preliminary data from a survey I
conducted of conference participants
and their experiences with mental
health concerns.

But most memorable were the private
conversations I had with artists after my
session. I remember sitting with one
artist in particular, an older gentleman,
who shared with me how he was
absolutely incapacitated by symptoms of

The Creative State of Mind

Is there a relationship between creativity and mental illness? 

A professor of psychology offers his perspective. 
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Philip’s excitement and announcement of
the Messiah: “Nazareth! Can anything
good come from there?”

Nathanael, like most Jews from the
Jewish heartland of Judea, and the Jewish
leaders, high priests, priests, Pharisees and
Sadducees—“the true Israelites”— could
not conceive of a Messiah coming from
peripheral places such as Nazareth.

I shudder when I think about the
today’s equivalent of the “Jews and Jewish
leaders” of the time.Aren’t they today’s
pastors, bishops, theologians, and elders in
our churches? They are surely like us
evangelicals.They were a zealous people,
defending the pure heritage of Israel—the
law and the prophets—looking forward
to the coming of the Messiah.Alas, when
He came, they could not recognize Him
because according to them a Messiah
could not come from the margins.

But the Messiah did come, not from
Judea, but Galilee; His company was not
the Jewish religious establishment, but
“tax collectors and sinners”; and He was
crucified, not in the centre of Jerusalem,
but outside.

The shock for Nathanael was that not
only does some good come from
Nazareth; it is all the good for the world!
And it was not in Jerusalem that the
Gentile mission was born, but the
hitherto unknown Antioch.

In order to be participants in shaping

5 8 A U T U M N 2 0 0 6

The next day Jesus decided to

leave for Galilee. Finding Philip, he

said to him, “Follow me.” Philip, like

Andrew and Peter, was from the

town of Bethsaida.

Philip found Nathanael and told

him, “We have found the one 

Moses wrote about in the Law, and

about whom the prophets also

wrote—Jesus of Nazareth, the son of

Joseph.” 

“Nazareth! Can anything good

come from there?” Nathanael asked. 

“Come and see,” said Philip. 

When Jesus saw Nathanael

approaching, he said of him, “Here is

a true Israelite, in whom there is 

nothing false.” 

“How do you know me?”

Nathanael asked. Jesus answered, “I

saw you while you were still under

the fig tree before Philip called you.”

Then Nathanael declared, “Rabbi, 

you are the Son of God; you are the

King of Israel.” 

John 1:43-49

WHEATONr e a d i n g s

Choosing the Margins, Shaping the Future

The following is an excerpt from the Graduate School commencement address delivered May 6, 2006, by 

Dr. David Zac Niringiye M.A. ’87, assistant bishop of the Kampala Diocese for the Anglican Church in Uganda.

Congratulations, graduates, on  
reaching this milestone in your

life—the  harvest of hard work and
perseverance.To parents, guardians, and
friends—your sacrifice, patience, and
encouragement to those who graduate
today has paid off! Praise the Lord!

But in the same breath I use to
congratulate you, I must also caution
you.You are among the most powerful in
the world today, having acquired a
degree from one of the most prestigious
colleges, which places you among the
most privileged in America and indeed
in the world.You are also part of what I
may call “the evangelical establishment,”
given the historic position that Wheaton
College occupies in American
evangelicalism. I am also an alumnus of
Wheaton College and Edinburgh
University, so what I say to you and to
myself, we should say to other
individuals or institutions that wield
some positional power.

The deception is that power centres
and establishment are what shape the
future.Yet the shape of the future lies not
with the centre but the fringes; not with
today’s powerful but rather the
marginalized, those considered by the
powerful as powerless and voiceless.
Action that shapes the future is often on
the margins.

Look at Nathanael’s response to
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economic outcasts? Let us find them and
invest in them. In order to avoid
becoming spectators of the future, the
powerful nations, institutions, and all of
us who are privileged must engage with
the margins.You and I ignore the
periphery at our own peril.

You have a passion to shape the future.
Choose the margins! Respond to the
invitation. Please remember that you are
being invited.As a guest, your disposition
must be that of a receiver not a giver;
a listener and not a speaker; and of a
learner and not a teacher.

Listen to both of Dr. Niringiye’s
addresses, at undergraduate and graduate
commencements, by logging on to
www.wheaton.edu/wetn/comm.htm  

talked to him a lot about God’s love.
Then one day, I stopped talking. I
decided I needed to love my brother, and
surrendered my preoccupation with my
safety and health.Then we embraced. I
can still see his smile.That day, I not only
embraced Abel, I embraced HIV/AIDS. I
decided I would be involved with others
fighting the pandemic in the late 1980s
and early 1990s.We shaped the future of
our nations.Today, Uganda boasts of
being the first country in the world to
have reduced HIV/AIDS prevalence
from around 25 percent in high-risk
groups to 6 percent.

So I ask you:Who are your margin-
alized, those not characterized as
“mainstream”? Who are America’s social-

the future, we must intentionally
associate with those we consider on the
margins. Philip’s invitation to Nathanael
is our invitation today: “Come and see.”
It is an invitation to acknowledge our
power and position— to recognize the
misconceptions, long held attitudes, and
positions that come with it, theological
and otherwise. It is also an invitation to
repent of our prejudices and self-
centeredness; to break through the
deception and prejudice of power; to
embrace weakness and consider the
margins.

I learned this the hard way when I
returned to Uganda after completing my
studies here in 1987. HIV/AIDS had
begun to spread like a wildfire, and like
most Bible-believing evangelicals all
over the world, my initial response was
to disregard it as an issue of personal
morality that was rumoured to have its
roots in sexual misconduct. I therefore
judged it as a disease for “non-believers,”
its victims as deserving of its rampage,
peradventure they may learn from it and
turn to the Lord for their salvation.
Then in 1989 a Christian student told
me that Patrick, whom I had known to
be a dear brother in the Lord, was
bedridden with AIDS.When he died it
shook my theology. Even believers could
contract AIDS.

At home,Abel, my elder brother, was
also bedridden with AIDS. I remember
visiting him and considering the
implications of embracing him. I decided
not to, so he wouldn’t infect me with
the virus. I brought him a radio to keep
him company while we were all away. I

W H E A T O N 5 9
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our lawyer, our translator, and Maria,
Magdalena’s foster mother.

Maria placed three-and-a-half-month-
old Magdalena in Karen’s arms, and we
both shed tears of joy and relief. Maria
had dressed Magdalena up for the
occasion and wrapped a white ribbon
around her head. She was beautiful.

When we sat down to talk about
things like bottles and diapers, Karen
took notes while Maria sat next to me
with Magdalena on her lap. Magdalena
and I locked gazes and seemed to
recognize each other immediately, father
and daughter. She smiled. I was in love.

“Go to your papa,” Maria said,

presenting her to me.
This meeting heralded the end of 

a long wait.We had submitted our
application at the beginning of Advent,
making the anticipation of the Christ
child very special that year.The story of
Mary took on new meaning for me;
she was a young woman who conceived
a child out of wedlock. Joseph married
her, never mind social stigma or scorn.
He loved Jesus, and adopted him as 
his son. Our Savior was not born into
ideal or fortunate circumstances.
I understood this more deeply now.

Magdalena was born on New Year’s
Day.We were notified shortly afterward.
The wait until our spring meeting seemed
interminable; we could hardly bear it.

But during that time a friend, also 
an adoptive father, said to me that our
way of building a family mirrors the
gospel.The Old Testament, he suggested,
is about biology, who begat whom, the
salvation of Israel and the Jewish people.
The New Testament is about adoption,
the grace of God extended to all of us as
a free gift, regardless of the circumstances
of our birth. God woos us to come, see
His face, and find our true identity.We all
can become God’s children.

We repeated the adoption process four
years later when our son,Teodor, came to
us and completed our family.When I
look back, I see that as I anticipated my
children’s homecomings, I might have
had a small glimpse of God’s yearning for
each of us.

God sent his Son, born of a woman, born
under the law, in order to redeem those 
who were under the law, so that we might
receive adoption as children.And because you
are children, God has sent the Spirit 
of his Son into our hearts, crying,“Abba!
Father!”—Galatians 4:4-6

In the spring of 1998, shortly after
Easter, my wife, Karen, and I traveled to
Guatemala to meet our first child,
Magdalena.We sat expectantly in our
hotel room that morning, talking and
praying, trying to quiet our hearts
caught in the sway of so much emotion.
At noon there was a knock; in walked

WHEATONf a c u l t y  v o i c e

by Greg Halvorsen Schreck, Chair and Associate Professor of Art

On Becoming a Father

Greg Halvorsen Schreck has taught photography at Wheaton since 1989, in addition to

accepting commissions as a fine art and portrait photographer. He and his wife, Karen

Halvorsen Schreck ’84, and their two children, Magdalena and Teodor, live in Wheaton.
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Wheaton as the public relations director
of the College Union and as the female
student representative on student
development’s Family Program planning
committee, which will offer two
seminars this fall on “The Blessings and
Baggage of Family.” Hoping to pursue a
sports-related PR position after

graduation, Grace views these
opportunities as a good way to get
experience organizing and publicizing
events.

And if all goes according to plan and
she begins a career in town next spring,
she may soon be able to say she’s from
Chicago.That sits well with Grace.
She explains,“I’d like to settle down in
Chicago for awhile and experience city
life to its fullest.”

peer mentor and says that it was
important to her transition to college to
know that she always had support
available.Although she says that being a
minority at Wheaton is different, she
didn’t have as difficult a time fitting in as
some other students do. Grace attributes
her smooth adjustment to her past

experiences moving and assimilating to
different surroundings. She gives some
credit to the College’s efforts at
integrating diversity and providing
avenues of support, but thinks that
creating a comfortable environment for
everyone is really up to her peers.

“There is only so much a school can
do,” says Grace.“It’s up to the students to
be welcoming, encouraging, and open.”

This year Grace is also involved at

It’s not a course or subject that stumps
English writing/communications major
Grace Kim ’07, but a simple question of
origin.

“‘Where are you from?’ is the hardest
question for me to answer,” says Grace, a
first generation Korean American.“I
never know what to say.”

Born in Ohio and raised in College
Station,Texas, Grace admits to feeling
most comfortable in the Lone Star state,
although she attended high school at an
international Christian boarding school
in Korea. Now, having just finished a
summer internship in downtown
Chicago, she has also begun establishing
roots in the Midwest.

Although she does not see herself
settling down in her parents’ home
country, Grace counts the years she spent
there as some of her most formative.
“Being a Korean in America can be hard
to reconcile,” she says.“By living in Korea
I learned to identify with that part of
myself.”

At Wheaton, through the Office of
Multicultural Development’s 1-2-1 peer
mentoring program, Grace has made an
effort to help other minority students
reconcile a mixed cultural identity and
find their place in the community.

“It’s simply different to be non-
Caucasian on Wheaton’s campus,” Grace
says.“I wanted to be available to a
freshman who needed someone to talk
to. It’s like being an older sister.”

As a freshman, Grace also had a 1-2-1

WHEATONs t u d e n t  p r o f i l e

by Amy Wolgemuth Bordoni

Making Herself at Home
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would pay lasting dividends.
Today the results of their pioneering

work are evident everywhere in Egypt.
Ninety percent of Egypt’s Protestants are
Presbyterian—that’s about 450,000
Christians that belong to “the Synod of
the Nile.”And there are 340 Presbyterian
churches—127 of which have no pastor
and are led entirely by laity.The seminary
not only trains pastors, but also now has an
extensive lay-training ministry. Last week
they ran a seminar on biblical preaching—
300 attended.This year faculty went all
over Egypt sponsoring 17 lay-training
sessions in the synod’s presbyteries.

Atef has found a remarkable goal for
his life, to provide tangible theological
leadership to Egypt’s largest protestant
community. I envy him.

November 15, El-Weily, Cairo

This afternoon I met Rev. Helmy
Abdallah from Venture International and
we headed toward the El-Weily district,
one of the poorest in the city. Rev.
Zakaria Abiskairoon met us after we
walked through lane after unpaved lane of
remarkable scenes of Egyptian poverty.
Sheep wandered about, vendors led
horse-drawn wagons past medieval
workshops, and then there was the
incongruous Internet café stuffed with
teenage boys racing virtual sports cars in
“San Diego.”

Zakaria, a Protestant pastor, showed us
his church of 43 years, where 50
neighborhood families worship every
Sunday.Thirty are supported by Venture
International, a behind-the-scenes relief
organization I’ve known for years. Its

by donkey—and there used the Bible 
as the basis for instruction.And the
church simply grew.

Within ten years these pioneering
missionaries knew they would need to
build something that would develop a
generation of leaders for the Egyptian
church.And they wanted it to be Arab.
Egyptians did not have to become
European when they came to Christ—
they could find their identity, complete
with their own Arab-Christian culture—
as time went on.This set Presbyterian
missions apart in the Middle East and

November 14, Heliopolis, Cairo

Tonight I met with Dr.Atef Gendi,
president of the Evangelical Theological
Seminary of Cairo.We spoke at length
about Protestant life in Egypt.

Presbyterians first came to Egypt in
the 1840s, and unlike the many British
Anglicans (linked to a colonial agenda),
these Scots and Americans looked for
ways to develop a truly indigenous Arab
church.They drew some of the first maps
charting the location of truly remote
desert villages, sponsored Arabic literacy
teams that traveled to these places—often

WHEATONi n  t h e  w o r l d

by Dr. Gary Burge, Professor of Biblical and Theological Studies

Notes from a Cairo Journal, December 2005

Dr. Gary Burge traveled to Egypt to teach at the Evangelical

Theological Seminary of Cairo. One of his goals was to learn all he

could about Egyptian Protestants, but as his journal reveals, he 

came away with so much more. His latest book is Whose Land?

Whose Promise? What Christians Are Not Being Told About Israel 

and the Palestinians (Pilgrim Press).
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director had invited me to visit two
families my wife and I support in Cairo.
The Dimayana and the Yousef families
are firm Christians who each had private
stories of loss, but we didn’t talk about
that.We talked about children and
weather (they had never seen snow; I
raved about Cairo’s sand storms) and our
shared faith.And they both said that
while the money we send is deeply
appreciated, my coming was the greater
gift.They never expected it.

These are the poor of Cairo.And these
two men—Helmy and Zakaria (one 67,
the other 75)—were filled with joy
serving the poor.We sat at an Arab
restaurant nearby for two hours plotting
how to get Mrs.Yousef to the doctor and
pay for it without wounding her pride
(she is very ill). I watched these men
sparkle with the enthusiasm of teenagers.
With few resources they pay for
everything, from taxis to dinner—and I
wonder about my own choices at home.
Helmy told me before we said good-by,
“Now you’ve drunk from the Nile.And
you know, you will be back.” He kissed
me on both cheeks and blessed me. I
envy both of them.

Another death-defying Fiat taxi ride
back to the seminary at 9 p.m.Why
don’t the taxis, all million of them, turn
on their headlights at night?

November 17, the Muqattam

Brice (American seminary staff) and I
met and we went to the “Muqattam,” an
area east of the city, and there began
climbing a hill, winding through the
poorest village I’ve ever seen.These

people, called the Zibbeline, are the
“garbage pickers” of Cairo. Each night
they enter the city with wagons and
collect rubbish.They carry it back here
and they sort it, sell much of it, and feed
the organics to pigs.Years ago Muslim
rulers refused to do this work and it was
left to Christians.We hiked through
levels of squalor unimaginable. Few will
go here and many Cairenes think of
these people with disgust. I thought El-
Weily on the 15th was bad.This is the
bottom.

Then suddenly our hike seemed to
end as we walked through tall open
metal gates, and all at once we were in a
paradise high up the hill. It was a
monastery, clean and sparkling, with trees
and carvings along its walls. In the 1970s
a Coptic Christian layperson named
Simon was called by God to preach the

gospel here, and people began coming by
the thousands to hear him. Soon a healing
ministry started and word was out: God
was alive and well in the Muqattam.

We followed a path into a cave and
there joined crowds entering an
auditorium that could seat 12,000 people.
The massive walls of the cave were
decorated with biblical scenes. It was a
cathedral. Better than a cathedral. I had
reached the very bottom of Cairo’s world
only to find the glory of God.

At 8:30 I met some former students
and friends for dinner.They had picked a
Thai restaurant in a 5+ star hotel in Giza
overlooking the Nile. In 60 minutes I had
gone from the very bottom of Egyptian
life—the Muqattam—to this opulence.
Should I have brought up the irony and
difficulty of it all over dinner? I didn’t.
And I regret it.
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WHEATONp r e s i d e n t ’s  c o m m e n t a r y  

through the Voluntary Principle; that is,
only by allowing the college to draw its
staff from those whose personal
convictions, developed of their own
volition, align them with the school’s
publicly-stated commitments.As long as
both sides of this Principle are faithfully
observed, not only will individual
academic freedoms not be violated; they
will be guarded.

In his defense of academic freedom
against political loyalty oaths, Justice
Hugo Black famously stressed this
personal voluntary dimension: “I am
certain that loyalty to the United States
can never be secured by the endless
proliferation of ‘loyalty’ oaths,” he wrote.
“Loyalty must arise spontaneously from
the hearts of people who love their
country and respect their government.”

Such a priori,“from the heart,”
commitment is directly analogous to the
sort of personal religious conviction
confessional institutions seek in
selecting their faculty. No one would
claim that a political loyalty oath—or
that matter, the affirmation of an
institution’s statement of faith—could

not be a genuine, heartfelt expression of
an individual’s personal convictions; in
the right person it could easily be that.

It is sometimes said of Christian
colleges that they “require” their 
faculty to be Christians. But this is

an odd way of putting it, since religious
belief is scarcely something to be
commanded. Let me go on record in
saying that Wheaton College does not
require anyone to believe anything.
What the College does do is draw its
faculty from that pool of teachers who
already, of their own accord, believe in
Jesus Christ. No mere semantic sleight
of hand, this difference is a crucially
important one. Schools like Wheaton
are committed to both sides of what 
I have come to call the Voluntary
Principle. On the one hand, the
members of these academic communi-
ties will insist as vehemently as the most
ardent secular defender of academic
freedom that coercing another’s
conscience, beliefs, speech, teaching, or
intellectual work is intolerable.Their
insistence will include all the standard
arguments, plus some Christian ones as
well.Yet to retain its historic identity and
mission, such schools require faculty
who live and work and teach from the
institution’s expressed commitments,
from a shared religious vision. How to
reconcile these two demands? Only

. . . the only way Christian colleges can retain their
identity without compromising individual consciences is by upholding 
the Voluntary Principle.”

“

Duane Litfin President

This is the ninth in a series of President Litfin’s reflections 
on the nature of Christ-centered higher education, and what
this means for the mission and future of Wheaton College.

In both instances, however, it is beyond
question that the mere mouthing of the
words will not “secure” that conviction.
In the case of Christian colleges, the
assumption is not that an individual’s
affirmation of the institution’s statement
of faith produces the conviction; in fact
it is critical for the institution’s integrity
that this emphatically not be the case.
The sincerely held conviction must
predate the affirmation, with the honest
affirmation serving merely as a vehicle of
its heartfelt expression.

The fact is, the only way Christian
colleges can retain their identity without
compromising individual consciences is
by upholding the Voluntary Principle.
Those who come to such a college
know this. For its part, the institution
works hard to keep its fundamental
identity clear, public, and explicit.Those
who value this identity and find
themselves in accord with it—indeed,
who embody it, in the sense that they
recognize it as the very stance from
which they already live and work—join
the community.Those who do not
embody this identity, do not join, or,
having changed, do not remain.

This is the Voluntary Principle at
work.
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For more information call 
Dave Teune or David Melilli
at 1-800-525-9906 or go to
www.wheaton.edu/giving.

WHEATON COLLEGE

GIFT PLANNING SERVICES

Trust is precious.
It has to be earned.

For more than 100 years people have entrusted
their charitable gift funds to Wheaton College.

Our office continues to help with several different charitable plans,

many of which provide you with lifetime income. Additionally, our

gift planning services team offers professional and reliable fiduciary

services (through Wheaton College Trust Company, N.A.) for chari-

table trusts and revocable living trusts that significantly support the

ministry of Wheaton College.
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Art of Human Expression

Working as an artist and illustrator for 12 years, Kurt Lightner ’93 is continually drawn back to the human form as

an “endlessly powerful vehicle of expression and communication.” His move from New York City to Göteborg,

Sweden, in 2002, gave him a new perspective on how a culture can play a large role in determining a person’s

behavior, social interaction, and body language.  

“Sweden is a markedly introverted society,” he observes. “Unlike many countries where people are known to use

their entire body to express themselves, Swedes tend to keep themselves fairly stiff and low-key, wishing instead to

go unnoticed.” It was a cultural feature in sharp contrast to his own, becoming a point of fascination and source for a

new body of work. “These paintings are part of an ongoing series pulling from the experiences I’ve had living as a

foreigner in Sweden. My aim is to visually convey the internal and external tension of living ‘within the fishbowl,’ as

the silent observer, the outsider.” 

Kurt notes that his use of vibrant complementary color lends these paintings a certain visual agitation consistent with

the underlying friction of the subject matter. His search for understanding has ultimately heightened his sensitivity to

differences in human expression and the challenges confronting those who choose to live in different cultures, such as

immigrants, foreign workers, and missionaries.

Kurt and his wife, Madeleine, live in Sweden, and have a son August Lee (4) and a daughter, Esther Ione (1). 

Red Face (Vem jävla du?)
acrylic on board 

Plats People 
acrylic on canvas

by Kurt Lightner ’93
©2005
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